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INTRODUCTION 
The Problem of Dwarfism io Beef Cattle 
Intensive reseuch rod expcrimenc:l.don have brought gI'lldua11dv~cements 
in control of heredita.ry dwarfism, one of the most misunderstood and feaced 
problems of the beef production industry. But many purcbroo bed cattle breed-
ers are still plagued by the birth of dwarfed animals. The greuesr loss ro the 
purebred breeder is through the dttreascd nlue of bloodlines in which dw:ufs 
have been produced. Gregory l1ld associates (19:53) indicated rn:H the percenuge 
of heterozygous progeny available for breeding replacemems (after dW2tfs have 
been removed) ffi2y exceed ~o percent in many herds for the following reasons : 
1. The frequency of the dwarf gene is high in the breeding cows of nuny 
"oro, 
2. Heterozygous (dwuf-gene curier) bulls are ddinitcly nvorttl over hom-
azyous (dwuf.free) bulls. 
Bnchycephalic Dwarfism in Beef Cattle 
Sevenl ~ of heredi tary dwufism have been reported in beef attle. Many 
of the dwuf modifications are so rare that they will be discussed only briefly. 
The bnchycephalic, or "snorter," type of dwarfism, fim described by Johnson 
and associates (19~O), has becomc frequenc enough in beef curle co create a rela· 
tively serious problem. The usual manifestadon, chanccerized by heavy, labored 
breathing, is the re:uon for che individual's nickname, "snotter." Fransen :md 
Andrews (19582..) reponttl dut the brachycephalic dwarf, smill at binh, usually 
possesses a bulging forehead and som'e degree of hydrocephalus. Newborn dwarf 
calves ue usually chancterized by a protrusion of the eyes accompanied by a 
glassy swe, a continuous protrusion of the tip of the tongue, unusually shorr 
limbs, muscular weakness, and incoordination (Pahnish tI ai. , 19~ k). A rela· 
tively high incidence of bloat (Fransen and Andrews, 19'8a.; Hafez tI al, 19'9) 
and a high rue of mortality (Pahnish tl ai., 19"b.) have also been reported 
among "snorter" dwufs. 
Purpose of the Investigation 
Purpose of this study was to determine the response of white blood cells 
and blood glucose in hereditary dwarfs, dwarf-gene carriers, and dwarf-free (pail-
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gree-c1e:m) beef c:mle to injections of insulin, adrenalin, and pituitary adreno-
corticotrophic hormone (ACTH). Results, it is hoped, will furrher the knowledge 
of the physiologic:.!.1 causes of dwarfism and help develop more lccUrate :md prac-
tical methods of detecting carriers of (he dw:uf gl':ne. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Early Investigations of Bovine Dwarfism 
Public interest W1S gready aroused by the first report and description of l 
dwarf calf in the United States (Craft and Orr, 1924 ). These investigators sug-
gested that the alf's apparent cretinous condition might have been due to an 
underdevelopment of the thyroid and pituitary ghnds. The demonstration of 
such endocrine abnormalities would serve co strengthen the hypothesis th;n this 
individual might h2.ve been morphologic2.11y different from the "snorter" dwuf 
described by Johnson if at. (I9~O). According to 2.n C2.r1ier report (SeJigm2.nn, 
19(4), the first official record of bovine dwarfism was made in 1860. 
Downs (1928) reporred the birth of 2.n Ameriun " D exter monster" alf, 
2.nd st2. ted thH such an individual occurred as 2.n abortus ;It 2.ny time during 
gcsC"ation in closely inbred heeds of the Dexter and Kerry breeds of cattle. 
A Tex2.s herd of "duck-legged" H ereford cHtie was described by Lush 
(1930). Inyestigations reve2.led that the pituitary gl2.nds of these c2.ttie were 
sm2.ilee than normal, but except for this endocrine abnorm2.lity and the un-
usually short legs of these individuals, normal Hereford ch2.racterisdcs were ob-
served. P2.hnish and 2.ssoci2.tes (1955c) reported thar the "duck-legged" condi-
tion of the gra.de Herefords described by Lush (1930) W2.S traced to other than 
Hereford breeding 2.nd th2.t the shorr legs were due co 2. dominant gene. 
Mode of I nheritance of Dwarfism 
Inhtritance in Callie 
Johnson and 2.Ssoci2.tcs (1950) were the first to present evidence that dv,'arf-
ism in beef cat tle is inherited. T hese workers reported 2. single 2.utosom2.i roXes-
sive gene ro be the mode of inheritance of the br2.chycephalic dwarf. These 
fi ndings have been confirmed and enhanced by the more recent investigations 
of Gregory rt ai. (1951) 2.nd Lush and Halel (1952). The inheritance of modifi· 
cations of this type of dwarf will be discussed subsequently. The resultS of in-
vestig2.tions by Arizon2. workers (P2.hnish tl ai. , 19~5a) have indicated th2.t 
dwufism in beef catde is attributable to 2.n 2.utosom2.l recessive gene with com-
plete penetrance. Me2.d and associ2.tes (194 2) studied the l2.ctation 2.nd body 
growth of dwarf Jersey cows. T heir findings indicated th2.t the dwuf condition 
might be due to 2. single 2.ucosom2.1 recessive gene. 
The recent repom of Julian et ai. (1959) arc in diroXt disagreement with the 
studies JUSt discussed. These workers believe that the hypothesis of inheri tance, 
upon which dwarfism tests 2.re based, is in error, and have suggested that the 
brachycephalic dwarf is not conditioned by 2. single recessive gene, but th2.t sev-
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eral loci are implicated, and char dwarfism is a complex made up of several dif-
ferent phenotypic forms. T he complex concept is in agreement wi th C1r1ier 
genetic reports (Gregory, 1956; Gregory II ai., 1957). An investigation co deter-
mine the mode of dwarfism inheritance (Pahnish er al, 1955c) in which 417 
calves were produced by carrier parents, 74.4 percent appeared normal and 25.6 
percent were dw.<rfs. If a single recessive gene were involved, this three-co-one 
ratio would have been expected. 
Assuming a simple recessive gene as the mode of inheritance, High and l$-
sociates (1959) stated that catde could be of chree genotypes as follows: 
1. Non-carrier or "clC1n" individuals (homozygous for the normal allele of 
the dwarf gene) 
2. Carriers (hcterozygotes) 
3. Dwarfs (homozygous for the recessive dw.<rf gene) 
Gregory (1955) reponed that more than one pm of genes is involved in the 
production of different morphological forms of dwarfs, and suggested a possible 
relationship between the "comprest" condition and the common type of dwarf-
Ism. 
The results of investigations by Gregory and Carroll (19')6) indicated that 
Hereford-Angus ccossbred (Fd dwarf hybrids are similar in all diagnostic fea-
tures co the dW:.l.!fs that normally segregate in both parental breeds. On the 
basis of these findings, these workers postulated that both Hereford and Aber-
deen Angus breeds carried the same recessive dwarf gene. Chambers et al. (1954) 
indicated that the genes responsible for dwarfism in "comprest" and conven-
tional Hereford and Angus cattle might be allelic. The more recent findings of 
Burrus and Priocle (1956) are in agreement with these conclusions. 
Inheritanct in Mice 
King (1950) studied the genetic aspectS of dwarfing in the house mouse and 
indicated that this condition was inherited as a simple recessive. Warwick and 
Lewis (1954) found that the frequency of a presumably recessive gene for a 
pygmy condidon was grC1r1y increased during five generations of selection for 
small size in a mouse population composed of both inbred and outbred seg-
ments. 
Inheritanct in tk Fowl 
Louisiana workets (Mayhew and Upp, 1932) studied the pedigree records 
of 18 dwarf chickens and concluded that the condition w.<S likely due co a sim-
ple recessive gene. Recent investigations of sex-linked dwarfis m in the fowl 
(Hutt, 1959) have indicated that a sex-linked recessive gene may reduce body 
weights of homozygous males as much as 43 percent below normaL 
Dwarf Modifications in Ikef Cattle 
A gteat many differences in phenotypic expression have been observed 
among dwarf beef animals. The incidence of one or more of these modifications, 
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c:ach with its own characteristics :and mode of inheriunce, has been reported in 
~y breeds of carcle, including the three m2jor beef hrcros of the United States 
Uohnson tI ai., 19'0; B:aker I t ai. , 19'1; Gregory tt ai., 1953). 
]uli:an lind associates (19'9) have recogni~ed at least four subgroups of 
dwarf types. They ate: 
1. The ht2chyccplu.lic or short-headed dwarf. commonly referred to as the 
"snorter" dwarf. 
2. The dolichocepm..lic or long-he2dcd dwarf. 
3. The "intermediate" dW:lrf, whose fe::nutes support the concept of these 
researchers thu dwarfism is II. complex. 
4. The compressed dwarf, usually varying in size: from M to 90 percent of 
normal. 
California workers (Hut tJ ai., 1947) reported the incidence of alves de-
fonned at birth, :apparently :as :I. result of a maternal nutritional deficiency. These 
individuals were called "acorn calves," :and it was concluded thilt their condi-
tion W2S not hereditary. 
Sron1ker and Tom (1944) i nvesti~ted "compact" Shorthorn cattle. The 
"compact" individual exhibited a shoner head, neck, and body tMn "Standard" 
Shorthorns. PUmish and associates (19"c) stared that this condition W2S appar-
ently due to a dominant gene. 
Baker t t ai. (19'0) described a herd of "stumpy" Shorthorns. "Stumpy" 
calves wac distinguishable ilt birth by thei r curly-haired coats and sma.ll 
switches. Meubolic d isturba.nces were found in all "stumpy" alves. This type 
of dwarfism was believed to be due to a simple r«eessive gene. 
B2.1cer tt ai. (19'1) reponed on a. group of long-headed Angus dwarfs. From 
birth to two or three months of a.ge, these individua.ls exhibited short, wide 
heads which heca.me longer and na.r rower with adva.ncing age. These investi-
~tors concluded that this condidon was probably governed by a single au to-
somal recessive gene. 
Koger and associa.ces (19") described dwarf Angus awe with long, point. 
ed noses, but phenotypically different from "long-headed" Angus dwarfs. These 
animals were called "ant-orer" Angus dwarfs. 
Ateliotic, or " Tom Thumb" dwarfism, in which the dwarf is well propor-
tioned but is small in all partS of the skeltOn, has been discussed by W inchester 
(19'8). This investigator suggest! chat such a condition resultS from a deficiency 
of the growth hormone of the pituitary which influences the growth of the 
skeleron. Emmerson and H a.zel ( 19'6) stilte thilt such an individual occurs ap-
proximately once in 100,000 births in catde. 
Roubicek ,1 ai. ( 19~') reported the occurrence of dwarf types in many 
breeds, including Aberdeen Angus, AfriC2n Uganda ( Zebu), Ayrshire, Dexter, 
Guonsey, Hereford, Holstein Fricsia.n, J arosla.v, J ersey, Oplandske (Norway), 
Shorthorn, Swedish Red and White, and West African Shorthorn. 
A rccc:ssive type of achondropl:1.$ia, described by Punnctt (1936) was referred 
tO:l.$ the "tdemark" type of d warfism. T he heterozygous individuals a.ppeared. 
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nonn21. The dwarfs, born alive after full term geStation, reportedly died of 
uphyxia within a few cb.ys following birth. 
Mohr and Wreidt (1930) reported th1t a single, re<:essive, sub-lethal gene 
when in the homozygous state caused an extremely shon: neck, thorax, and tail 
in the Oplandske breed of cattle in Norway. These investigators noted a similar-
ity between the "short-spine" condition and the "amputated" condition which 
is sometimes exhibited by newborn Holstein-Friesian calves. 
A group of West African Shorthorns that were short in stature, humpless, 
and phenotypica.Uy distinct from the Zebu have been reported Ueffreys, 19'3). 
These animals reportedly bred true genetica.Uy. 
Skeletal Characteristics of the Bovine Dwarf 
The dwarf beef animal is usually distinguishable at a very early age as a re-
sult of one or more characteristic types of abnornulities of s~eral strUcture and 
development. 
HydroapbtUllJ 
Fransen and Andrews (19,Sb) nOted chat hydrocephalus of varying severity 
was usually present in dwarf beef cattle and sugseSted that this condition, mark-
ed by an excessive amount of pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid in the cranial 
cavity, might result from several causes. These WOrkers added that an increased 
amount of cerebrospinal fluid was usually present in the bovine dwarf at 
necropsy. 
Sykes and Moore (1942) developed a technique whereby the cerebrospina.l 
fluid pressures of emle could be KCW'1tdy me:uurcd. 
Gilman (19% )scated that congenital. hydrocephalus occurs in man, cattle, 
swine, and various laboratory and domestic animals. 
The fluid accumulation in the lateral ventricles of the brain of the dwarf 
calf "WaS studied hy Johnson and associates (19'0). Earlier studies (Moore and 
Sykes, 1940) had suggested that the hydrocephalic condition resulted from a 
failure of the drainage mechmism of the ventricles of the brain. 
AdxmdropJ.siiJ 
!u a result of investigations involving. gross examination of the appendi-
cular skdtal. material from 32 phenotypically normal and 32 shon-headed dwarf 
Herefords, Tyler and associates ( 19~7) concluded that hypoplastic achondro-
plasia "WaS the dw~di.ng process. These workers found chat dwarfing resulted in 
the shonening of only the diaphyses of the bones of the appendicular skeleton, 
and indiated that this feature ·".as characteristic of achondroplasia. 
Julian It d. (19") found that premature closure of the spheno-occipical 
synchrondrosis occurred in che brachycephalic dwarf, and concluded chat this 
observation "WaS indicative of the involvement of achondroplasia in the dwarfing 
processes responsible for "snorter" dwarfism. 
The resultS of investigations by Tyler and associates (19~9 ) indicate thar a 
correlation exists between twO intracranial pro jections and achondroplastic 
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dwarfism. These researchers observed thin chese projections were more prominent 
and (re<jutnr in the skulls of animals which mmifested achondroplasia. 
GmeraJ ItbnomuUititS 
Many investigators, including Mohr and Wreidt (1930), Stonaker lnd Tom 
(1944) , 1.114 Baker It aI. (19:)1). h:ave described vuious types of bovine dwarfs, 
with emphasis on their ch:U:l.cteriuic skelenl :l.bnorm:alities. 
Hun (1934) postulated thtt dwarfs we(e not likely to occur except in the 
progeny of shon.legged, bf2chycepha.lic individuals. 
T he development of seven..! methods of deteCtion of curiers of the gene for 
dwarfism has been based upon skeletal differences existing between nOnTa], cat-
rier, lnd dwarf beef e:mle. Foremost among these are the x-ray method of de-
tecrion (H azellnd Emmerson, 19H) and the hea.d profile mea.suremem (Gte-
gory and Brown, 19n), both of which will be discussed subsequently. 
The studies of Budurun and associates ( 1956) indiC1ted rhat cert2in of rhe 
skekt::a.\ abnormalities found in dwarf catde lppcar together and that at leut two 
of the syndromes may be independent. 
Endocrine Aspects of D wufism 
Gmti'd End«rin~gy (If Dwarf AnimaIJ 
Russell (1938) postulated that the heredituy dwarf was deficient in an-
terior pituiW')' and adrenocortical secretions. An earlier repon (Lush, 19X» in-
dicated that the pituituy glands of "duck-legged" catde were smaller dun nor-
maL 
Smith lnd MacDowell (1930) reported the cause for dwufism in a strain 
of dwarf mice to be an inherited anterior pituitary deficiency. The results o f a 
later investig;;ttion of the physiology of dwarfism in r2tS (Lambert and Sciucherri, 
1935) indicated that the cause of the dw:uf condition was nOt of pituitary origin. 
Bulget and Baft (1936) investigated the effecrs of pituitary insufficiency 
and administered various pituitary hormones to dwuf hununs in an attempt to 
elucidate the spedfie effects of endocrine glands on chemical reactions within 
the body. 
Frlmsen and Andrews (1954) have shown through the histologinl study of 
various O£gans that some dwuf ottie possess cystic piNitary and adrClUI glands. 
This investigarion suggests a poSSible abnormality of these glands in the bovine 
dwuf. 
Marlowe and Chambers (1954) demonStrarcd that piruiuries of dwarf ottle 
rcvc:a.kd norm::a.\ potency for thyrotrophic and adrenocorticotrophic hormones, 
and increased potency for gonadotrophic and gr-owth hormones, 
In a histochemical study of dwuf pituitaries. J ubb and McEntee (19") 0b-
served an increase in the granulation and size of the acidophilcs with no ab-
normalities in the beta or delta cells, thereby confirming the earlier reportS of 
Fransen and Andrews (1954) and Madowe and Chambers (1954). 
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Researchers at the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station (Crenshaw 
it al., 1957) concluded that dwarfism in beef cattle was not due (0 d}'sfunction 
of the pituitary.thyroid gland lXis. This stud )' failed to confirm the results of 
":ulier investigations (Carroil et al .. 1951) which indicated that dwarf cattle were 
grossly deficient in the thyrotrophic hormone. 
Since dwarfs, like hypophyseCtomized :lnlmals, are hypersensitive to t he 
hypoglycemic effects of insulin, Foley and associates (1960) have n:centl)· con· 
eluded that the genes conditioning "snorter" dwarfism are in some way con· 
cerned with the anterior pituitary. 
Cornelius and associates (1956) found that serum cholesterol and protei,). 
bound iodine levels of "snoner" dwarf beef cattle were within normal limitS, 
indicating such individuals are nOt primary thyroid cretins. 
Andre"\\'s and Fransen (1958) observed a slight increase in rAte of gain and 
a slight but questionable increase in height at withers of dwarf bed catde fol· 
lowing the administration of thyrautive iodinated protein. testosterone propion. 
ate, and diethyl sti lbestrol, singly or in combination. This investigation did not 
provide evidence, however, that endocrine therapy can comxt the dwarfism s)'n· 
drome. 
Foley et at. (1960) poimed out that dwarfs generally possess normal 
amounts of hormones in the endocrine glands: but added that this fact did not 
necessarily mean that endocrine function in the dwarf is normal. 
Endocrine &gu/ati(J1I of Blood Sligar LeveiJ 
[nIlI/ili Jensiti~ily. A considerable number of investig.nions have been can· 
cern~d with elucidation of the hormonal regulation of the rise and fall of blood 
glucose levels within the body. 
Scon and Dorti (1932) studied the lowering of blood sug;tr kvcls follow· 
ing insulin administration co subjects. They found that it was not in direct pro· 
portion co the amount of insulin given. T hese findings were confirmed by Hein-
becker el al , 1937. More recent studies with sheep ( Reid, 1951) have shown that 
after a cerrain quantity of insulin has been administered, larger dosages of in-
sulin do not cause a greater fall in the level of blood glucose. These findings 
arc in agr~ment with results obtained by Brown and associates (1936) during a 
similar investigation of blood sugar levels in dairy cattle. Reid (1950) stated 
that an injection of one unit of insulin per kilogram of body weight is suf· 
ficient to saturate the tissue involved. 
Dunn and associates (1959) have recently shown that ph}'siologiClIl}' secret· 
ed insulin, like exogenous insulin. lowers blood glucose levels almost entirely 
by increasing the utilization of glucose. T his report is in agreement with the 
earlier reportS of\X'all it al (1957), who also indicated that blood sugar levels 
were returned to normal by a sudden increase in the release of glucose from the 
liver in response co the hypoglycemia. Foley et al. (1960) stated that once blood 
sugar levels are lowered by insulin, the hormones released by the anterior pitui. 
tary and the adrenal cortex are responsible for rescoring them to normal. 
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Engel (19B) reported chat insulin exerts an influence:H the onset of car-
bohydrlte metabolism. He staeed that both pituitary growth hormone and 
adremd steroids have a sparing effect on glucose utilizadon, as reflected in gly_ 
cogen accumulation. 
Results obtained from the studies of Reichard tt aI. (1958), whose imesci· 
g:uions involved the administration of C-14 labelled glucose to dogs, indicate 
chat hcp:uic glucose production ceases during hyperglycemia. These results are 
in disag~ment with those obtained during a similar isotOpe dilution invescig1-
don ~onduc{ed by Steele and M:uks (1958). 
Russell (1938) found th:H hypophysectOmized or adrenalectOmized animals 
exhibit a greatly incrcasro sensitivity to the hypoglycemic effect of insulin, com-
p:;tred to norm:;tl, inuct animals. 
In 1953, Minnd and Osburn reponed their study of insulin sensitivity in 
heredinry hypopituitary dw:;trf mice. Following subcut:;tneous injections of in· 
sulin, these tCSCll.!Chers found rh:;tt dwarfs exhibited a vety high degree of sensi· 
tivity to the hormone, compared to norm:;tl mice. It w:;ts noted that only 3 per· 
cent of the insulin doS:;tge given to norm:;tl mice (twO units per kilogr:;tm) was 
required to ClIuse convulsive effects in the dw:;trfs. The recem investiglltions of 
Argyris (19~9) indic:;tte th:;tt insulin resist:;tnce in the KL stnin of mice, which 
to!cnte 200 to '00 units of insulin without going into convulsions compared 
to only ~O units for comrol (BUB) mice, is nOt due to an incre:;tsed insubse 
:;tctivity. R:;tther, it is due to the :;tbility of the animd to m:;tint:;tin :;t blood sugar 
level slip;htly :;tbove the compulsive level for:;t long period :;tfee! insulin :;tdminis-
tr:;ttlon. 
Spinos :;tnd H:;tlmi (1959) found that rats with electrolytic lesions in the 
hypothalmus dispbyed :;t gre:;tter f:;tll in blood glucose level in response to in-
sulin dun nts beuing lesions in other ~rtS on the brain. 
Five ou~ of ten r:;tts bearing hypothalmic lesions showed decreased insulin 
sensitivity :;tfter tre:;ttment with cortisone. Eight n.ts with such lesions were 
treated with som:;ttOtcophin (5TH) :;tnd :111 responded with improved insulin 
tolen.nce. Seventy percent of the r:;tts with hypoth:;tlmic d:;tmage :;tnd enh:;tnced 
insulin sensitivity h:;td regressive ch:;tngt"s in the pituiury :;tCidophiles. These in-
vestigators concluded that increased. insulin sensitivity in n.tS with hypoth:;tlmic 
d:;trru\gc: might be due to decre:;tsed secretion of 5TH. The findings of these re-
SCll.rchers:ate in :;tgrecmcnt with results obuincd from similu previous investi@'-
tions (Ingn.m md Barris, 193'). A report by Spirtos :;tnd H:;tlmi (1956) indiated 
th:;tt insulin sensitivity in r:;ttS wu prob:;tbly determined by both corticoids md 
5TH. 
Efftcts of odrtnai hormones and pituitary ACTH 
Loosli :;tnd :;tssociates (19' 1) observed no significant alter:;ttion in blood 
sugar level of mice:;ts :;t result of d:;tily :;tdministration of four milligr:;tms of 
ACTH. 
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In a subsequent study (Mirand and Osburn, 19B), it WH found that 
pituitary adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH ), adrenocortical extract (ACE), 
and corrisone displayed the ability (0 increase blood glucose levels and to rrol.lCe 
hypoglycemic convulsions, and thus acc as anti-insulin agents. Desoxycorti-
costerone acetate and testoSterone propionate were found to exhibit no anti-
insulin action. These workers concluded that anri-insulin a((ion may result from: 
1. A decreased rate of inaccivation of insulin by the blood and tissues. 
2. Inadequate counter-regulatory tesponses (glycogenolysis and gluconeo-
genesis) co hypoglycemia in the liver. 
3. Hypophyseal and adrenocortical deficiencies, perhaps rendering the dwarf 
incapable of producing anti-insulin agenrs, such as ACTH, under the 
stress conditions of f1Sting. 
Dukes (1947) stated that the administndon of adrenalin to domestic ani-
mals results in both hyperglycemia and glucosuria. 
Significance 0/ the mdtxrinr-blood Juga,. rrlationship to the uudy 0/ hwint dwarf-
iim. The endocrine regulation of blood sugar levels has proven to be of great 
significance and value to investigators seeking knowledge of the physiology of 
dwarfism in beef cattle. Results obtained by Heidenrich tt a/. (19") indicated 
chac normal and dwarf canle were significantly different in their ability to re-
Store their blood sugar levels to normal following stress. Foley and associates 
(1956) reported that blood sugar levels were similar in dwarf·free and carrier 
cattle, but that changes due to insulin shock were different in the tWO geno-
types. Following insulin administntion, it was found that the blood sugar levels 
of dwarf catde dropped to low levels more rapidly and returned to normal at a 
slower rate, compued with individuals free of the dwarf gene. Foley et d. (1960) 
observed highly significant differences (P less than .01) betwetn normal and 
dwarf genotypes in blood sugar changes in response to varied levels of insulin 
dosage, and noted a Significant interaction (P less than .05) between insulin 
dosage level :rnd genotype. 
lnjium(t 0/5tms Factors rm Ltucocyu Kinds and Numbers in lhe BIotxi Stream 
Gtnera/ effect! of sIms conditions. In 1937, Harlow and Selye defined an 
"alarm reaccion" llS ~ "chancteristic sympcom complex which llppears when the 
general condition of an animll.! is seriously injured by acute, non-specific dam· 
aging influences." TodllY, we commonly refer to this type of reaction as "streSs." 
Harlow and Selye (1937) found thac COtll.! white cell COUntS increased during 
" alarm reactions," and concluded that this increase in numbers of white cells 
was primarily a result of neutrophilic leucocytosis. 
lnjiuma 0/ adffllalin injtction. Harlow and Selye (1937) reported leucocy-
tosis with rdative and often absolute lymphopenia in !lltS and mice injeered 
with adrenalin or exposed to cold or stlIgiatl shock. 
The results of an earlier inveStig.uion (Martin, 1932) demonstrated [hat 
there was lln increased leucocyte count in the blood of humans following hypo-
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dermic injections of adrenal in. Lymphocytes werc reported to ~ the major por-
tion of the leucocytcs observed. 
. f o llowing the infusion of epinephrine inco the veins of human subjects, 
Bierm:ln and :asSOCi2te5 (19'2) observed an initial anerial leucocytosis and throm-
bocytosis within 30 to 60 seconds. Thcy concluded this was primarily from the 
pulmonary circulation. Lucia 11 al. ( 1937) observed an increase in Ieucocyrcs :md 
erythrocytes in humans following epinephrine injection. White and associates 
(1950) found th:u the changes in the leucocyte ccum in humans produced by 
subcu[llncQUS injections of epinephrine were similar to. but not identical with, 
those resulTing from the adminiswuion of adrenocortical hormone or adreno-
corticotrophic hormon~ (ACTH ). 
Effim oj adrenaltctomy. D uring ~n early investigation of I~ucocyte changes 
following the removal of the adr~na l glands of CatS, Zw~m~r and Lyons (1928) 
found thar adr~nal~ctomy brought about a decreas~ in rh~ p~rcem of poly-
morphonuclear n~u(fophils and 2n incr~ase in small lymphocytes. Corey and 
BrittOn (1932) also reponed a lymphocytosis following adr~nal~Ctomy in cats, 
but the results of mor~ rec~m inv~stig2tions (Lewis, 1941; Valentine It al , 1948) 
are in disagr~em~nt with th~se findings. V21~ntin~ tl ai. (1948) report~d that 
only slight :lit~ntions from the accepted normal rang~ of lymphocyte values 
occur in (h~ adr~nal-insuffici~nt individual. H ungerford and associates (195 2) 
observed no significam chang~ in numb~rs of thoncic duct lymphocytes fol· 
lowing administration of pituitary adr~nocorticotrophic hormon~ (ACTH) to 
adrenalectomized mice. Thes~ results 2r~ in agreemem with th~ C1r1i~r findings 
of Dougherty and White (1945). 
Frank and Dougherty (1954) found that th~ Iymphocyt~s of incact mic~ 
were smaller than those of suessed, adr~nalectomized mice. 
Influtnct oj pituitary ACTH and hormontJ oj Iht adrmai (orux. Dougherty 
and Whit~ (1944) presented ~vid~nce th2c the pituitary adrenotrophic hormone 
(ACTH) is a faCtor in the regulation of numbers of blood lymphocytes. Single 
injections of ACTH produced an absolut~ lymphopenia and an increase in poly· 
morphonuclear leucocyces wirhin ~ few hours in rats, mic~, and rabbits. Adreru.l 
cortical ~xt (~ct. adr~n2l conical Steroids in oil, and corticost~(on~ produc~d a 
lymphonemia in imace and adr~nalectomiz~d ~nimals. This ~ffec t was not ob-
served following th~ administration of d~soxycorticost~ronc. Th~se investig2cors 
conclud~d that the action of the pituit2ry hormone on lymphoid tissue was 
mediated by th~ adrenal cott~x. Subsequ~nt research by these workers confirmed 
this conclusion (Dough~rry and White, 1945). 
In 1940, R~inha.rdt and Holm~s studi~d rh~ relationship existing be{W~cn 
th~ adf~nal cort~x and the thymus gi2nd. G.rr~y and Bryan (1935) had seated 
ear1i~r that increased lymph flow was the chief agency in f2pid increments of 
b lood lymphocytes. Through the administration o f ACTH to nts, Reinhardt 
and Li (1945) showed that stimulation of the adrenal cortex produces a rapid 
2nd persisting decline in lymphocyt~ numbers entering the blood stream. They 
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concluded thl.C this probably resulted from Ii dccre:tsM outpouring of these cells 
from rhe thymus l.nd lymph nodes. 
Cnfts (1941) reported. rh:H the number of circulating blood Iymphocytcs 
gr:odually increased following removal of rhe pituitary gland, which was indica-
tive of the influence of cerrain hypophyseal secretions on numbers of circubring 
blood lymphocytes. Hungerford tt ai. (19'2) observed. a highly significant reduc· 
tion ( P less than .01) in the number of thoracic duct lymphocytes following 
rhe administration of an ACTH mixture to normal mice. Th~ rcsc:t rchers 
found that adminisrrations of growth hormone (baf anterior pituitary), pitces-
sin, pitocin, adrenal cortex extract, cortisone acetate, and desoxyconicosterone 
glucoside did not signilicanrly change the levels of thoracic duct lymphocytes. 
A grc:tt ffilI.ny workers, in addition to the ones previously mentioned, have 
reported on the influence of pituitary adrenocorricotrophic hormone on cle· 
ments of the blood. Hills II ai. (1948) found that the administration of a sin· 
gle intDmuscu1ar injection of 2' milligrams of ACfH to human subjects with 
unimpaired adrenal function resulted in an inctc:tse of circulating neutrophils 
and decreued numbers of circulating lymphocytes and eosinophils. A decrc:tSCd 
lymphocyte coum in catS has been observed by British workers (Yoffey II aI., 
1946b) following the administration of 300 unitS of adrenocorricotrophic hor· 
mone. 
Similar results luve been obtained from investi81-tions involving ratS (Yof-
fey and Baxter, 1946a). Dougherty and White (1943a) found that the adminis-
tration of ACTH to mice resulted in leucopenia, lymphopenia, and ncutrophilia. 
Decreased numbers of circulating lymphocytes in mice following ACTH ad· 
ministration have also bttn observed by Dougherty and White (1943b) and 
Kass and associatcs (19'1). Loosli tt ai. (19'1) observed. an increase in the per-
cenu.ge of polymorphonudear leucocytes with a corresponding decrease in lym-
phocytcs in mice receiving 1.0 or 4.0 millignms of ACTH daily. 
Quittner and associates (19H) administered. large doses of cortisone to mice 
and observed a decrease in circulating lymphocyte numbers. 
Saunders and Adams (19:10) found that a reduction in absolute numbers of 
circulating lymphocytes and eosinophils occurred foll owing intravenous doS2gcs 
of 2' cubic centimeters of aqucous adrenal cortex extract (ACE) to normal hu-
mans. The results of a similar study with t2tS (Yotfey and Baxter, 1946:1.) indio 
caled a reduction in lymphocyte numbers. 
Participation of the antral nervOUJ Jyslnn 
Porrer (19:13) studied the role of the cenual nervous system as a partici. 
patOr in the pituitary-adrenal response to Stress stimuli. The resuhs of investiga.. 
dons during the preceding year (Porter, 19'2) indicated that stress-induced 
changes in the electric:tl activity of the posterior hyporhalmus were correlated 
with a decrease in numbers of circulating eosinophils. 
Rllation of tht injluma of SIms on kucocytt.! to the study of dWllrfism. The reb-
rive significance of suess·induced leucocyte changes to the study of the physiol-
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ogy of dwarfism has been substantiated (Foley II aI., 1956; Downs and Benson, 
1959) . Downs and Benson (1959) have recently demonstnl.fed the influence of 
stress on numbers of eirculating leucocytes in normal and dwarf mice. Luley 
(1958) reported that insulin injections submitted animals to Stress, facilit2ting 
rhe meuuremenr of adrell2.l gland activity, as refleCted in subsequent changes in 
kinds and numbers of circulating leucocyres. Different genotypes, with respeer 
to dwarfism, exhibit different degrees of insulin sensitivi ty (Mir2nd and Osbum, 
195~); they have been found to respond to insulin administration at different 
rates and in distinct manners (Foley tt ai., 1956, 1960). 
Physiological Differences Existing Between Dwarf, Dwarf-Carrier, and 
Pedigree·Oean Beef Cattle lind Methods of H eterozygote D etection 
As a result of intensive invesriga.tions conduCted by rese-archers throughout 
the country, it has been shown that the three genotypes, with respect to dwarf· 
ism, ellch possess or display some characteristic fenure or features which dis-
tinguish them from other members of the population. Sevetlll investigators have 
developed techniques by which tests for (llrriers of rhe dwarf gene, or heterozy· 
gores, can be made. Others have merely shown that certain physiological differ· 
ences do exiSt, and in doing so, have set the stage for further research and de· 
velopment of effective methods of dwarf-carrier detection. 
Gregory tt ai. (1952) and Lush and Hazel (1952) reported that attemprs co 
identify cu rier a.nim:lis by vislUl inspection had proven unsuccessful. 
Dtfmni1l(Jrim of GmotyjH by Progmy Turing 
Julian and usociates (1959) recendy stated that II high percentage of the 
progeny tests based upon the belief that one autosomal recessive gene condi-
tions "snorter" dwufism prove inaccurate after they hllve indicated thu a bull 
is dwarf-free. This report lldds strength to these workers' hypothesis that dww-
ism is a complex, and is in agreement with previous reports. (Gregory tt al, 
1957). urlier reports (Lush and Hazel, 1952; United States Department of Agri-
culture, 1958) indicate dlllt if II bull is mated to as mmy as 16 cows known to 
be turiers of the dwarf gene and sires all normal calves, it is almost certain that 
he is a non-arrier of the dwarf gene. Emmerson md Hazel (1956) have postu· 
lared that the beSt method of testing heifers is ro breed them to dwa.rf bulls. 
Although progeny testing is expensive and time.consuming, it has been reason· 
ably successful as a method of carrier deteCtion. 
lnvtSrigariam 0/ Sktkra/ DijJtmlas 
Gregory md Brown (1952) developed an instrument called a profilometer. 
With it, rhey reported ir was possible to dis tinguish between homozygous nor-
mal and heterozygous (dwarf-gene carrier) individuals by measurement from 
three dia.gnostic points on rhe head profile. These workers showed that the 
profilometer accurately reproduced the profile or contour of the bovine head. 
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Iowa workers (Hazel and Emmerson, 19~3) found that abnormalities of me 
lumber vertebrae were present in the "snoner" dwarf, and developed the x-ray 
technique for identification of carriers of the dwarf gene. Hazel and Emmerson 
(1956) reported that the thoracolumbar spine of the one to ten-day old calf, 
when radiographed, showed evidence of longitudinal compression in the dwarf 
and dwarf-gene carrier, but not in the individual free of the dwarf gene. Further 
investigation and evaluation of radiographic techniques as methods of heterozy-
gote detection have recently been reponed by High and associates (1959). These 
researchers pointed out that a bull's dwarfism status could be predicted after a 
study of radiographs of his progeny, but they did nor recommend the x-ray 
method as a basis for identification of individual animals with respect to geno-
type for dwarfism. 
Through the use of an Ayer spinal fluid manometer, Dollahon tt ai. (19'59b) 
found that cerebrospinal fluid pressures at the atlas-axis joint in dwarf-carrier 
cattie were significantly lower than those of homozygous normal cattle at the 
same joint. The difference between similar readings taken in the lumbar region 
was not significant, as shown in Table 1. 
of Cows of AnImals Joint Region 
Pedigree-Clean 
" 
279.0 + 34.5 229.0 + 40.6 
Dwarf-Carr ier 238.0 + 30.0 194.0 + 42.4 
At the conclusion of a similar investiS2tion, Fransen and Andrews (1958b) 
reported that the measurement of cerebrospinal fluid pressures was probably not 
an effective means of heterozygote detection_ 
PhyJiological DiffertTlctJ in RnponJt to Stms Stimuli 
Investigations conducted at the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station 
have indicated that a physiological distinction exists between normal and dwarf 
beef cattle with regard to alteration of the blood glucose level in response to 
stress conditions (Heidenrich tt at., 1955; Foley tt aL, 1956, 1960). HowevC', 
workers at the Missouri station have not suggested blood sugar changes as a 
means of detecting dwarf-carrier cattle. At the conclusion of a recent investiga. 
tion, Texas researchers (Deyoe tl al, 1959) also indicated that these physiologi-
cal differences could not be considered as a basis for carrier detection until veri-
fied by further experimentation. 
Lasley (1958) reported that the dwarf-carrier detection test developed at the 
Missouri station was based on the ability of dwarf-free and dwarf-carrier cattle to 
respond to insulin injections. The test measured changes in the total cell COWltS, 
including cell fragments, and changes in the proportions of kinds of white blood 
cells at one and twO hours following insulin injections. This investiS2tor stated 
that carriers were usually slower to respond to insulin than pedigree-clean in-
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dividuals. The recent investigations of Downs and Benson (1959) have cn-
hanced {he study of leucocyte response to non-specific stress conditions. 
iHeasllrfmmt of Differmces in SptTfllarazoa Comrilumts 
In an investigation of cerrain cytochemical and cyrologkal aspects of bovine 
dwarfism, !.euchreobergtr and associates (1956) found that the desoxyribosc_ 
nucleic acid (D NA) comem of individual spermatogenic cells was subject to a 
considerably greater variation in dwarf bulls than in normal animals. In one 
dwarf and twO suspecrc:d carriers of dwarfism, these researchers found the mean 
amount of DNA per spermatogenic cell nucleus to be markedly deficient, com-
pared with corresponding cdls of normal bulls. Chromosomal analysis showed 
that the variation in DNA values in the dwarfs tested ,was not due to alteration 
in chromosome number . 
. Measllrtmtnt ()f Diffirmm in Blood Constituents 
Fransen and Andre">\'s (19H) reporred that the formed elements of the 
blood were similar in dwarf and normal catde. More recent investigations of the 
blood of "snorter" dwarfs (Cornelius et aI., 1956) revealed that serum proteins, 
cakium, magnesium, phosphorus, protein-bound iodine, and serum cholesterol 
v.'ere all within normal limits. In this study. which involved ,8 Hereford and 
Angus dwarfs ranging in age from six days to 14 months, hematological values 
appe-ared normal except for the differenrial COUnt, where the differences between 
normal and dwarf lymphocytes and neutrophils were found to be highly sig. 
nificant with a random probabi lity of less than .001 in both cases. It was point. 
cd our that. since total white cell COUntS do not vary from the normal, ditTer· 
ences in the differential countS were no t relative changes. 
Fransen and Andrews (1958a) showed that the blood plasma cholesterol 
levels of dwarf beef c.:mle were significandy lower than those of normal beef 
catde. Ther found that dwarf bulls possessed higher cholesterol levels than 
dwarf heifers (Table 2). These workers stued that seasonal differences in blood 
plasma cholesterol levels of dwarf cattle were not significant. 
Results of recent investigations of Dollahon and associates (1959a) indi-
cued that the erythrocytes obtained from dwarf-carrier animals were larger than 
those obtained from non-carrier animals, as indicated by a significantly higher 
(P less than .05) mean corpuscular volume in the dwarf-orrier group. The RNA 
contene of the plasma protein was significantly higher (P less than .05) in the 
dwarf-carrier group, and the DNA content of the plasma protein was higher in 
the dwarf-carrier group. T his difference was highly significant (P less than .01). 
Although each of these measurementS exhibited a significant or highly signifi. 
cant diRerence, these investigators stated that the feasibility of using one or 
more of them as methods of heterozygote detection was doubtful. 
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TABLE 2_BLOOD PLASMA CHOLESTEROL LEVELS OF DWARF AND PEOIGREE_ 
CLEAN BEEF CATTLE 
Number Number Pluma CholeattrQI Leyels 
of 01 Avenge .. ," Anlmall Determlna _ (mgl./IOO mls. ) (mgl./I GO mls.) 
lions 
Steers .. 
Normal 
26 105.3 + 3.1 102.8 _ 107.8 
Female. 
" 
<5 100.2+ 2.7 96.7 - 103.7 
Lesl than 180 days 
old 33 B7 83.0 + 5. 2 76.2 - 90.8 
-
Dwarf More than 180 daYI 
old 20 as 79.9 .. 4.6 66.8 _ 94.7 
Buill 22 
" 
89.4 .. 5.4 · 74.4 -105.3 
Heifers ,. 
" 
73.5.4.5 84.0 - 84.5 
All Normals ., 71 102. 5 .. 2.0 ·· 89.4 -105.5 
~U!,.~,U, htiher than ill dwarf ulmals (Probllbillty of chance oc:eurenc:e less 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Expc:ri.menul Animals 
In th is study, non.physiological dosages of insulin, adrenalin, and pituitary 
adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH ) were administered w each of 22 Here· 
ford beef animals. These included ~ dwarfs, 7 pedigree-dean cows. and 10 rna-
Nrc cows which were known to be: carriers of the dwarf gene. Two of the five 
dwarfs were bulls. Four of the dwarfs were considered mature, while the otha 
was aboUT a year old. 
Dat2 from the dwarf md dwarf-carrier animals were collened from the Uni· 
versity of Missouri experimental herd maintained near Columbia. Data from me 
pedigtee-clean animals were obtained from the herd of a cooperative breedct', 
located approximately 100 miles from Columbi:.J.. All data were obtained during 
the summer months. The animals used. in the study wcre m1intained on purure 
consisting of bluegrass and annual gnStts native to the area. The pastures were 
in good condition. 
P rocedures in the Field 
The hormones were administered to euh of the 22 experimental animals. A 
10 cubic centimeter syringe md a 16 gauge hypodermic needle were used for 
the hormone injections. 
Regular zinc insulin was injened into the jugular vein of the neck of each 
animal at a dosage level of 0.8 unit of insulin per kilogram of body weight. 
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Four blood samf5les were collected from the jugulu vein of each animal at 
different time i!lterv~s before and after insulin injection. Using a 16 gauge hypo-
dermic needle, the blood samples were collected into cubes cont2.ining twO po-
tassium axa.late t:l.blers which provided an anti-coagulam effect. The first blood 
s:lmp1e was collected immediately before insulin injeCtion. One hour after ad-
ministration of the hormone, a second blood sample was collected. A third sam-
ple was collected two hours after insulin administntion, :md eight hours :.l.fter 
injection, a fourth blood sample was collected. 
The following measurements were made on each blood sample: blood glu-
cose content, tOtal white cell count (in 0.7 percent hydrochloric :Kid solution), 
and diffcremid white cell Count. 
Adrenalin was administered to each of the experimental animals intraven-
ously, at the level of 0.4 cubic centimeter of adrenalin (diluted 1 TO 10,000) per 
hundred pounds of body weight. The techniques used in the collection of the 
blood samplcs were the same as those used during the insulin tolerance tCSt, ex· 
cept that, in this case, five blood ~amples were collected and at different time 
intervals than during the insulin test. 
Blood samples were collected from ~ch individual immediatel y before 
adrenalin administration, and at 0.5 hours (because of the rapid effeCt of adren-
alin), 1 hours, 2 hOllIS, and 4 hours following injection of the hormone. 
The determinations that were made on blood samples during the insulin 
tolerance test were also made on the samples collected before and after adren-
alin administration. 
In a test TO determine the tolerance of the experimental animals to non· 
physiological dosages of pituitary adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACT H ), 80 
Upjohn units of ACTH per animal ( regardless of body weight) were adminis-
tered interamuscularly. The techniques used in blood collection weee the same 
as those used in the hormone tolerance tests cited previously. 
FOllI blood samples were collected in the following manner. The first blood 
sample was coilccted JUSt prioe TO ACTH injection, and succeeding samples were 
taken at 1 hour, 4 hours, and 8 hOllIS following hormone administration. 
The same measurements that were involved in the hormone tolerance tests, 
with the exception of the blood glucose determinatiol), were made on each blood 
sample collected before and after ACT H administration. (After testing several 
samples of blood collected at varying intervals following ACTH administration, 
it was concluded that the influence of ACTH on the level of blood sugar was 
not great enough to be of particular significance to this study.) 
Blood samples were collected at different time intervals because of the dif· 
ference in the rapidity of optimal influence of each hormone on the various 
blood elements. 
After the collection of blood from each animal, samples were prepared im-
mediately for blood sugar determinations by the modified Folin-Wu method. 
Thirty-five milliliters of distilled water and five milliliters of well-mixed oxalate 
blood were mixed in an Erlenmeyer flask by shaking until complete hemolysis 
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",",as observed. Five milliliters of a t o percent sodium tungstate solution ",",ere 
then added to the flask and mixed with the ot her ingredients. The flask was 
shaken continuously while five milliliters of 0.667 normal sulfuric acid were 
lidded. The remlinder of the procedure for glucose determination was under-
taken in rhe ilIboratory. 
Within t~ minutes following the collection of eltch blood sample, dry slides 
(blood smeu) ..... ere mlde in dupliCllte in the following mlnner. A precleaned 
glau slide was pillce.:! on a fllt sumce; a small drop of blood W1S pbced on the 
slide. The edge of the second slide WlS pbced on the first slide at an angle of 
approximately 30 degrees and was slowly drawn in COntliCt with the drop of 
blood. The second slide, used 15 1 spre:l.der, W15 then pushed slowly lCtOS! the 
first slide. This resulted in 1 thin md evcnly-distributed film of blood. The blood 
smear W1S allo ..... ed to dry before it W15 stained. 
Procedures io the L1boratory 
The protein·free solution W15 filtered through Wh:ltman Number 41 filrrr 
paper for the blood glucose determination. 11.( this poinl, 1 cubic centimc:ler of 
the fi ltr:ate and t cubic centimeter of dis ti lled water were pipetted into I gradu-
ated Folin- Wu blood su81t tube; each tube was heated in boiling water for 6 
minutes follow ing rhe lddition of 2 cubic centimeters of albline copper tacmre 
solution. 
The blood suglr tubes were tnnsferred to a running W:HCr bath upon com-
pietion of the six-minulC he1ting period, lind were cooled for to minutes. At 
the end of the cooling period, 2 cubic centimeters of phosphomolybdic acid were 
pipened into each tube and allowed to equilibnte with its contents for 2 min-
utes. Each rube was then filled to the 25 cubic centimeters muk with distilled 
Wllter. After the contents of C:1ch rube had been adequately mixed, it was com-
pared with 1 distilled water standard, or "blank," in rhe colorimeter, and the 
blood lugu content was determined. 
In making the total white blood cell Count, the first step of the procedure 
W2S dilution of the blood in 1 0.7 percent solution of hydrOChloric lcid. Such a 
solution wu prepared by lidding 9.6 cubic centimeters of 37 percent hydrochloric 
acid to 490.4 cubic centimelet's of distilled W2ter. 
A white cdl pipette W2S used fO make the dilution. The stem was muked 
in portions of 0.0 md 1.0, with the mixing chamber of bulb-like portion marked 
from 1.0 to 11.0. The blood was drawn to the O.~ muk on Ihe stem, and the 
mixture of blood lind diluting fluid was drawn to the 11.0 mark. This resulled 
in a dilution of one part of blood in 20 purs of di luting fluid. 
The blood and diluting fiuid were mixed by sluking the pipette for 2 min-
utes. The di luent fluid in the stem of the pipette wu discarded after Ihe solu-
tion W1S well mixed, since it did nOf play 1 pa.rt in the dilution of the blood. 
Chuging of the counting chamber wa.s accomplished by allowing 1 portion 
of the solution in the pipette Stem to move by capillary action under the cover 
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gl15S of the counting chamber. If the ch~mbcr was ovediUed or flooded, it W2S 
wiped clean and [(( huge<!. 
The white blood cells wcrc counted under the low power objective (100 x 
magnificl.Tion) on the red blood cdl side of the hemocytometer. The celli 
caumed were in the fOUI corner groups of four seu of 16 squares each. 
The formula for determining the number of white blood cells per cubic 
millimetCT of undiluted blood is: 
(cHs counted x 20 (dilution) x 10 (depth) 
number of S<jUil!C millimeters counted (4) 
Immediately :after washing, the counting chamber WlIS cle:anc:d with water 
and acetone :lnd dritd with a soft lint-free doth. Distilled W2tCr was aspirated 
through the pipette with :1 suction :apPlC1ltuS until the pipette was ent irely free 
of blood. A smdl amount of acetone was then aspin.ted through the pipette for 
drying purposes, The bead in the bulb-like portion of the pipcrce moved freely 
upon agitation when the piperce had been clemed and dried properly. 
Modified W right's sr:a.in lI.'a5 used to stain the blood smears thu had been 
prepared in the field for white cell differential COUnts. Given below is the pro-
cedure used to make 1 lirer of modified Wright's stain: 
1. To 30.0 milliliters of glycerin, lIdd 2.0 grams of powdered Wright's stllin 
md 0.3 grams of powdered Giemsa's sWn. Grind these ingredients to a 
light paste in a mortar. 
2. In 970 milliliters of methyl alcohol, dissolve 1.6 grams of monobasic po-
t2Ss ium phosphate and 3.2 grams of dibasic sodium phosphate. (buffer 
solution). 
3. Add the buffer solution to the stain-glycerine pasre and agitate the com-
bination for 20 minutes on a shaker machine. 
4. Filter the m.in after allowing it to stand for 24 hours. The stain is then 
read)· for use. 
After to drops of modified Wright's stain had been placed on a slide, the 
stain was immediately diluted with 20 drops of disri!!ed water. Optimal results 
were obtained when the stain w;ts allowed to remain on the slide for 1~ seconds. 
At the end of the staining time, the stain W1S washed from the slides by flood-
ing them lI.;th disti!!ed water fot 15 seconds. The slides were than placed on a 
drying rack to dry. 
The differental white cell counts were made under the high power objec-
tive (430 x magnification) and each type of white cell observed w;tS recorded as 
the slide was surveyed. Two hundred white cells were counted on each of the 
("9,,0 slides for a toral COUnt of 400 cells on each blood sample. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Animals are known to possess m:my homeostatic mechllnisms which keep 
various dements in the blood Stream in proper b1iance. An :attempt was m1de 
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to determine if there was ~ fl.~w in the homeostatic mech~nisms of dwuf ~nd 
dw:uf.gene c~rrier utde. 
Three hormones were selected :lS the stressing agents: 
( 1) Insulin. Insulin shock, induced by (he ~dminisuarion of nonphysio-
logiul dosages of the pancreatic hormone, is belie .... ed to stimulate an increased 
secretion of ACTH by the hypophysis. The pituitary hormone, in turn, stimu-
lates the adrenal cortex, causing it to release glucocorticoids. These substances 
act as deaminiZ2tion agents and break down amino acids to form a arbohydrate 
residue which goes to the liver and subsequently enters the blood stream as 
blood glucose. 
(2 ) AdmraJin. When an animal is subjected to stress conditions, the hor-
mone, epinephrine, or adrenalin, is released by the medulb. of the 2d.renal gb.nd. 
This hormone is often called the emergency hormone bec~use it is believed to 
ause a shifting of blood to the skelern muscles to ena.b!e the body to cope with 
emergencies, a.nd is thought to mediate a.n increa.sed secretion of ACTH from 
the ~nterior lobe of the pituitary gland. 
(3) ACfH. This hormone was a.dminisrered to investigate the possibility of 
a.ny defects in secretion of ACTH by the ~nterior lobe of the hypophysis. 
Lasley (19:58) reported that ch:mges in kinds and numbers of circula.ting 
leucocytes ~ ~ttriburable ro increased accivity of the a.drena.l gla.nd in response 
to stress stimuli. 
As noted previously, 22 experimenta.l a.nima.is, including 5 dwa.rfs, 7 pcdi-
gree-clean cows, a.nd 10 dwm-carrier COws were used in this investigation. Since 
interactions could not be determined by sranda.rd analysis of va.ria.nce procedures 
when using unequa.i subcla.ss numbers, the dat1. obtained were divided into tWO 
groups, referred to in the analyses of variance as Sample I and Sample II. 
Sample I was composed of da.u. obtained from 5 dwa.rk, 5 pedigree.clean 
cows selected at random, and 5 dwarf-orrier cows chosen in the sa.me mwner. 
For Sa.mple IJ data from the 5 dwarfs were repeated in the alcula.tions, a.nd d:lt~ 
from the 5 remaining dwa.rf-ca.rrier cows were used. Since only tWO pedigree-
clean cows remained, three of the individu:al.s used in Sample I were selected at 
random and repeated in S:tmple II, thus providing five individuU responses for 
e:tch genotype in each of the two umples. 
Dividing the data inco twO groups, ma.de it more suit:tble for Sr:lnd:trd anal-
ysis of vui:tnce ptocedutes. If va.lues indica.ting signifiCllnt differences were ob-
served in one sample a.nd not in the other, differences were regarded ~s non-
conclusive. Such differences will be referred to in the discussion of the arulysis 
of varia.nce :as non-significa.nt differences. 
Signifiant differences between atde of the three genotypes before a.nd after 
hormone injection are illustrated in Figures 1 through 10, and means and srand.-
ard devia.tions for each of the 23 problems a.n:tlyzed are given in Tlbles 3 
through 25. The corresponding an:al.yses of variance, which were used to deter-
mine the signifiance or non-significance of differences observed in the study, 
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will be placed in the appendix portion of the manuscript and presented in 
Tables 3"" through 25"". 
Influence of Insulin on Various Blood Components in Dwarf, Dwarf-
Carrier, and Pedigree-Clean Bed" Cattle 
Ptrmllagts of LymphoryUJ 
Table 3 shows percentages of lymphocytes in the blood of dwarf, dwarf· 
carrier, and pedigree<lean beef emit before and after the administl1ttion of in· 
TABLE '.MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PERCENTAGES OF 
LYMPHOCYTES IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF-CARRIER. AND 
PEDIGREE CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS 
FOLLOWING [NTRAVENOUS INJECTIOfl,'S OF 0.8 ID.'lTS OF 
INSULIN PER KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
0" .. , Dwarf _Carrler Pedigree_Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
MeUi .. DevIation Mean + Deviation Mean .. Devlatlon 
0.0 hour 63.76 .. 6.25 56.12 + 8.38 51.70 .. 8.95 
1.0 hour 58.24 .. 6.30 54.111 +10.39 49.87 .. 11.35 
2.0 boo.ln 58.42 + 9.74 52.00 +10.55 45.33 .. 8.71 
8.0 bovrs 8 1.44 + 8.86 46.57 +11.87 46.82 +12.90 
sulin. The percentage of lymphocytes before insulin inj«tion W1S highest in the 
blood of the dwuf attie, with a mean of 63.76 percent. The blood of the dwuf· 
cartier atde wu intermediate in this respect, averaging 56.12 percent lymph<> 
cytes, while the blood of the pedigree<lew animals avenged. 51.70 percent. 
Interestingly, a gradual and persisting d«line in the percent2ge of lympho-
cytes occurred in the blood of [he dwarf·arner attle throughout the period of 
blood sample collection following the administration of insulin. In both pedi. 
gree·clean and dwarf attie, the percentage of lymphocytes ceased to decline and 
began to increase prior to the eighth hour after insulin shock. The physiological 
differences are illustrated in Figure 1. 
Decreased proponioru of circulating lymphocytes in response to stress 
sTimuli have also been observed in rats (Harlow and Selye, 1937) and in mice 
(Harlow and Selye, 19n; Doughcny and White, 1943a; Loosli tt al, 19'1 ). 
As shown in Table 3A, highly significant differences (P less than .01) were 
found among cattle of the three genotypes with regard to percentage of circu· 
Iating lymphocytes before and after insulin injection. The genotype x time in· 
terval interaction ;md [he analysis of vuiance between hours, were nOt signifi· 
Cant. The non·significant genOtype x time interv1.1 interaction indiates that at 
the different time intervals, the reaction of genotype to insulin injection was 
nOt significantly different from thar of the orher genorypes. 
Ptrrlnt4gtJ Df Ntutrophils 
Catde of the three genotypes did nOt differ signifiandy in percentage of 
circularing neutrophils before and after insulin injection (Table -'A). Neither 
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Fig. 1 - Influence or insulin injection on percentages of 
circulating lymphocytes. 
21 
did they diB"e{ significantly in the genotype x time intervil inteN-ction or the 
between· hours malysis. 
Periphml neutropenia occurred (Table 4) in the dwarf cattle prior to the 
collection of the fourth blood sample at eight hours following the injection of 
insulin. Neutrophilia persisted, however, throughout the test period in the pcdi. 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
gree.clean and dwarf·carrier cattle, which responded similuly with regard to 
neutrophil changes following insulin injecciOr'l. 
Before administration of the hormone, neutrophils wen: found in highest 
percentages in the blood of the dwarf-carrier cattle, as shown in Table 4. Per-
centages of neutrophils were intermediate in The dwarfs and lowest in the pedi-
gree·clean catde. As has been noted previously, however, genotype differences 
were not significant. 
TABLE 4_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PERCENTAGES or 
NEUTROPHILS IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF-CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS 
FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS rNJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNIT OF 
INSULIN PER KI LOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwarf Dwarf-Carrier Pedlgree . Clean 
Time 01 Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean .. Dev\allon Mean .. DevIation Mean .. Deviation 
0.0 bour 31.02 + 4.89 34.78 + 10.13 29.94 .. 8.13 
l.Obour 36.82 .. 8.31 36.46 + 12.99 M.ll + 10.0<1 
2.0 bours 39.60 .. 6.25 40.76 .. 16.97 39.49 .. 9.94 
8.0 hours 37.70 .. 6.83 48.14 .. 13.89 44.74 .. 13.24 
PtrwuagtS of Eosincphi/S 
As presented in Table 5A, differences between genotypes in eosinophil per. 
centage before and after insulin injection were found to be very highly signifi. 
cant (P less than .005). Non.signific:l.nt differences were observed between hours 
of sampling and in the genorype x time interval intenction. 
Before insulin injection and rhroughout the sampling period, pedigree-dean 
catde were highest, dwarf-carrier cattle intermediate, and dwarf c:l.rrle lowesr in 
percentage of eosinophils (Table 5). Dedining percentages of eosinophils were 
TABLE 5_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATiONS FOR PERCENTAGES OF 
EOSINOPH!LS IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INT ERVALS 
FOLLOWING INTRA VENOUS lNJECTiONS OF 0.8 UNIT OF 
INSULIN PE R KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwa,r Dwarl_Carrler Pedigree_Clean 
TI~or Standard Standard 51 anc\ard 
Sample Mean + Deviallon Mean + Devlatlon Mean .. Deviation 
0.0 bour 5.22 .. 7.17 9 .GB .. 7.33 18.36 .. 6 .88 
1.0 hour 4.94 .. 2.45 9.13 .. 6 .89 16.02 .. 4.54 
2.0 hours 2.78+ 3.45 7.99 .. 7 .03 15.18 + 4.10 
8.0 bours 0_86 .. 0.31 5.27 + 4.66 8.44 + 7.01 
observed in all genotypes during the test period. Eosinophil percenrage in rhe 
d" .. arf·carrier cattle, however, remained fairly constant and did not begin a de· 
cline until afrer collection of the second blood sample ar one hour following 
insulin injection. These genotype differences are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Nllmhm 0/ LymphoryttS 
" 
No significant differences were observed berwcen genOtypes or berwcen 
hours of umpling, with regud [0 numbers of circulating lymphocytes before 
and after insulin injection (Table 6A). The genotype x time interval inter2.ction 
also was non-significant. 
ThroughOut the test period, the blood of the dwarf cattle eont2inedgreater 
numbers of lymphocytes than that of the pedigree-dean and dwarf-carrier cattle 
26 MlSSOURI AGRICULTURAL ExPERIMENT STATION 
( Tlble 6). This m~~surement flucruaced [0 a greater extenr in the dw~rf ani. 
mals than in the pedigr~-,lean or dwarf-c1rrier ealde. The greater physiological 
ahenrioo wiThin the dwarf ammals as a result of stress indic:l.res a possible ab-
normalitv within {hc dwarfed individual In the homeostatic mechanisms whose 
funnion is {O eoumerace unfavorable condidon5. 
TABLE 6_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVrATIOl\'S FOR NUMBERS OF LYMPHOCYTES 
PER 1/50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNiT OF INSULIN PER 
I.a hout 
2..0 hours 
S. O hOl.lfS 
KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
92.06 .. 21.90 
92.20 .. 24.21 
133.34 + 17.72 
Dwarf ·Carrler 
Standard 
83.07 + 22.08 
88.00 + 21.26 
82.38.,. 16.00 
Pedigree-Clean 
Standard 
82.71 + 23.45 
84.16 + 29.07 
88.15 + 16.32 
During the first twO hours after administ!":Hion of insulin, {he blood of the 
dw;uf-carrier cattle contained slightlr greater numbers of lymphocytes than that 
of the pedigree-clem animals. 
T~ble 6 shows insulin shock exerted considerable lymphocytotic dfect in 
the dwarf c:l.ttle between two and eighr hours following Insulin injenion. A 
gradual in(fe:l.se in numbers of lymphocytes occurred for rhe durarion of the 
rest period in the pedigree-clean cattle. The other genotypes were nor consisrent 
in altenrions of lymphocyte numbers in response fa the St ress stimuli. 
Numbm of Neu!rophiis 
Differences in numbers of circubring neurrophils belween hours of blood 
slmple collection v.ere highly significant ( P Jess than .01). See Table 7A. 
Neirher the hours x genotype imennion nor rhe analysis of variance between 
genOlrpes "llias significant. 
Neutrophilic leucocytosis occurred in each genotype for the duntion of 
the eight-hour lest period following insulin injection (Table 7). This response 
TABLE 7-MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBERS OF NEUTROPHILS 
PER 1/50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF, CARRIER, AND 
P EDIGREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNIT OF INSULIN PER 
KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwarf Dwarf_Carrier Pedigree -Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean .. ee .. lation Mean .. Deviation Mean + Deviation 
" " " 0.0 hour 52.34 .. 17.89 53.00 + 13.74 47.41 .. 12.54 
1.0 hour 57.82 .. 15.28 56.69 .. 19.48 54.99 .. 13.94 
2.0 hours 63.56 .. 17.58 68.61 + 27.97 71.10 .. 18.77 
8.0 hours 84.50 .. 29.72 81.38 + 35.33 88.97 + 37.60 
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:l.ccoumed for the highly significant di fferences b(-tween hours of umple collec-
tion. The most rapid increase in numbers of neutrophils entering the blood 
stream occurred in the pedigree-dan individuals. 
The submission of humans (Hills tf al .• 1948) and mice (Dougherty and 
White, 194}a) to stren conditions h:l.s :ll so been shown 10 result in inCre:lsed 
numbers of circul:l ting neutfophils. Harlow and Scire (1937) indiated that in· 
crasing neutrophil numbers in the circulation was the primary C:luse of the in-
(rease in numbers of toral leucocytes resu lting from "alum reactions." 
NUlnbm (1/ Eminophib 
Differences between the three genotypes for the dwuf gene were very high-
ly significant (P less than .00') with regard to numbers of circu lati ng cosine-
phils before and after insulin injeCtion (Table 8A ). Figure 3 illustrates this 
physiologic:l1 distinction betwC("n genotypes. 
Blood of the dwarf-carr ier (ude was intermediate in numbers of eosino-
phils :md blood of pedigree-clean canle contained the greatest numbers of eosine-
phils. Table 8 and Figure 3 show the numbers for these rwo groups remained 
fairly constant fo r the first tWO houts following the injection of insulin. Be-
TABLE 8_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NU MBERS OF EOSINOPHILS 
PER 1/50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE . CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWINQ 
INTRA VENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNIT OF INSULIN PER 
KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dw",r Dwarf.Carrler Pedigree _Clean 
Time ot Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean .. DeviaUon Mean .. Deviation Mean ~ Deviation 
0.0 hour 10. 18 • IS.Ol 13.84 oj- 11.33 29.35 ... 13.i6 
t.O hour 1.98. 4.91 13.23 + 10.01 26.61 oj- 9.5 1 
2.0 hours 5.04 .. 6.70 13.69 oj- 13.07 2'l.88 + 9.40 
8.0 hours 1. 96 .. 0.84 9.30 ... 8.02 16. 54 .. 14.01 
- -
tween the collection of the third and fourth blood umples, eosinophil num-
bers decreased in the bloo<! of the catde of e.'l.ch experiment.'l. l group. Hills rt al. 
(1948) indicated that the induction of Stress resulted in.'l. decline in numbers 
of circul1ling eosinophib in hum.'l. ns. 
O ther differences in numbers of eosinophils (T:lble 8A) were not signifi. 
cant. 
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Ln'lU of Bi«xi Glucose 
8 
Very highly signific:mt differences (P less thm .005) existed between geno-
types :lnd between hours of blood sampling (Table 9A), with {(gud co levels 
of blood glucose before: and :iI.ftcr insulin inje<:tion. The genOtype x time interval 
intenction w.lS nOt significant. The differences in blood SUga.f ch:angcs between 
genotypes lnd between hours are illustr:ated in Figure 4. 
Pedigree-dean c:mle were consistently higher in their blood sugar level 
ch:an dwarf and dwuf-o.rried c:mk. 
A r:lpid decreue in blood sugu level during the first hour following insulin 
injection occurred in ~ch of the three genotypes. 
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A previous investigation conducted at the Missouri station (Foley tt al. , 
1956) indicated that the blood sugar levels of dwarf cattle, in response to in-
sulin injection, dropped more f1l.pidly and rerumed to normal slower than those 
of pedigree-dean cattle. Results of this study, however, filii to confirm these 
findings. As shown in Table 9 and Figure 4, the blood sugar level had rerurned 
to normal eight hours afrer insulin injection in the dwarf cattle, but was still 
sub.normal in the pedigree-dean cattle. 
Several factors must be considered in discussing this disagreement of re-
sults. In the earlier investigation, tWO insulin injections were administered 48 
hours aparc a.nd tWO different methods of blood sugar analysis were employed. 
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TABLE 9_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR LEVELS OF BLOOD GLUCOSE 
IN MILLlGRAMS PER CENT IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF-CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE-CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNIT OF INSULIN PER KILOGRAM OF 
BODY WEIGHT 
0."" Dwarf_Carrier Pedlgree. Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean .. Deviation Mean . Dlvlatlon Mean ~ Deviation 
0.0 hour 56.53 .. 3,58 53.24 .. 16.86 71.79 .. It. IS 
1.0 bour 29.93 .. 2.91 28.74 .. 17.88 41.31 .. 9.83 
2.0 boura 28.16 .. 6.46 25.65 .. 11.59 41.47 .. 11.22 
8.0 hours 58.73 .. 6.21 39.27 .. 23.21 83.08 .. 18.75 
-
-
Results of dle curn:nt study werc hued upon one insulin injection and one 
method of blood sug:u anllysis. The number of dwufs used in each of the ex· 
periments is also of significance, T'II.'elve dwarfs were injected in the earlier ex· 
pe:rimc:nt and onl)' 6\'e in this one, 
Environment is also known to exerr consider:lble effeCt on blood sugar 
le\'eL In this study. the d'll.·arfs 'Io.'ere tesled during the summer months, They 
'II.'erc fat and 'II.'ere possibly in better condition than the d'll.':Irfs used in the 1~6 
study. Foley tt ",1. ( 1960) reviewed literature suggesting that many factors, in· 
cluding age, lacurion. pb.ne of nutrition. and estrus, might cause variation in 
the blood sugar level. 
Blood sugar changes in response: {O insulin injection cannot be suggested as 
a means of detecting curicrs of the dwarf gene until verified by fun her experi. 
menution. Since en\'ironment is known to influence blood sugu levels, a snKly 
to determine the factors of environment and rhe magnitude of their influence 
in this respect would ~m to be of considerable signifiOince and interest to the 
aninul physiologist, 
Tor",' Nllmhm t;f Whitt &14 
The differences observed in toul numbers of white cells betwecn hours of 
blood S2mple collection were very highly significant (P less than ,<Mn) , as shown 
in Table lOA, The genotype x time interval interaction and genotype: differences 
before and after insulin :I.dministntion were not signifiant. 
In cltrle of each genotype. a decline in numbers of white blood cells oc-
curred during Ihe fim hour after in jection of the hormone (Table to) , :I.hhough 
leucocyte numbers in the pedigree-clean artie were relatively stable, S )' the sec· 
ond hour follo?,ing insulin injection. white blood cell numbers had begun to 
increase in each of the genotypes. Increasing numbers of white cells entered the 
blood stream in each gcootype throughout the remainder of the test period. The 
most npid increase occurred in the d'll.'arf animals, indicating that the physio-
logial mechanism which maintains leucocyte numbers within the nocmall'2nge 
may be inadequate in some dwarfs. Other factors, such as differences in in5ulin 
sensitivity, m2y also be involved, The reason for the initial decline is not fully 
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TABLE 10 _MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TOTAL NUMBERS OF 
WHITE CELLS PER 1/50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, 
DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT 
DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECT_ 
IONS OF 0.8 UNIT OF INSU LIN PER IGLOGRAM OF BODY 
WEIGHT 
Dwarf Dwarf-Carrier Pedigree_Clean 
TIme of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean + Deviation Mean + Deviation Mean + Deviation 
0.0 bour 171.20 + 31.93 150.84 + 18.43 159.70 + 19.21 
-1.0 hour 157.80 + 31. 74 146.84 .. 20.52 159.50 + 18.28 
2.0 bours 160.80 + 35.47 169.76 + 24.90 183. 10 + 31.57 
8.0 bours 219.80 + 41.80 161. 07 + 22.02 196.30 + 36.65 
understood, and possibly warrants further investigation. Genotype differences 
with [eg.ud [0 the initial response to insulin shock (Table 10) are of consider· 
able interest from the physiological standpOint. 
Leucocytosis in response to stress stimuli has also been found in humans 
(Marcin, 1932; l ucia u al., 1937; Bierman ef al., 1952), in ratS (Harlow and 
Selye, 1937), and in mice (Harlow and Selre, 1937). 
Influence of Adrenalin on Vario us Blood ComponentS in Dwarf, Dwarf· 
Carrier, and Pedigree.C1ean Beef Canle 
Pmmtages oj LymphoryltS 
Differences between cattle of the three genotypes with regard to percent2ge 
of lymphocytes before and after adrenalin injection were very highl)· signi6cant 
(P less than .005), as shown in Table llA. The genotype x time interval inter· 
action and the differences between hours of sampling were not signi6cant. Geno-
type differences are illustt2ted in Figure 5. 
The blood of the dwarf cat tle prior to injection again contained a higher 
percentage of lymphocytes than that of either of the other genOtypes. Blood of 
the dwarf·carrier cattle was intermediate in this respect (Table 11; Figure 5). 
TABLE ll-MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PERCENTAGES OF 
LYMPHOCYTES IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND 
P EDIGREE_C LEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS 
FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC 
CENTIMETER OF ADRENALIN (DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) 
PER HUNDRED POUNDS OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwarf Dwa.rf _Carrier Pedigree _Clean 
TIme of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean + Deviation Mean + Deviation Mean .. Devlatlon 
0.0 b.our 61. 54 + 6. 18 53.80 + 5.134 50.70 + 8.27 
-0.5 bour 61.26 + 7.98 53.87 + 6.80 47.87 + 8.67 
1.0 bour 59.28 + 7.86 51.26 + 7.69 47.72 +10. 49 
2.0 bours 60.16 + 6.31 54.78 + 6.03 43.53 + 9 .54 
-
4.0 b.ours 63.98 + 6. 14 50.00 + 8.44 55.13 + 19.81 
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Because of a rapid increase in lymphocytes entering the blood stram between 
the second and fourth hours following adrenalin administration (Table 14; 
Figure 7), accompanied by peripheral neutropenia (Table 15) and decreased 
numbers of eosinophils (Table 16; Figure 8), an incrased percentage of lym-
phocytes was present at the conclusion of the teSt period in the blood of the 
pedigree-clean catde. During this period, the percentage of lymphocytes de-
cl"C2sed in the dWllf-curier cattle and increased in the dwuf cattle. 
The highly signific:mt differences between cattle of the three genotypes in 
percenuge of circulating lymphocytes in response to adrenalin injection (Table 
llA) and ro insulin injection (Table 3A) arc of considerable interest. They in-
dicate possible differences in the homeostatic mechanisms of pedigree-clean, 
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dwuf, 1nd dwuf-arrier curle which m1int2in 1 proper b1i1nce of blood. con-
stiruents in the presence of stressful conditions. 
In the pedigree-cb.n C1tde, the perCent1ge of lymphocytes declined during 
the firSt twO hours following :ldren1lin injection. Following the 1dministration 
of adren:l!in to I"lltS :md mice, H:ulow :lnd Sclye (1937) 11s0 found thu the hor-
mone C:lused lymphopeni:l. 
PmmtagtJ 0/ Ntutrophiu 
Dwuf, dwuf-cutier, 1nd pedigree-de1n C2tt1e did not differ signifiC2ntly 
in percenuge of nuettophils before 1nd 1fter 1drenalin injection (Table 12A.). 
Neither the differences between hours of sampling nor the genotype x time in-
terval inteuction was significant. Therefore, the differences between genotypes 
in percenuge of lymphocytes before and after adrenalin injection (Table 11A) 
seem to have :l substanti:ll influence upon the prcrnlagt 0/ t()Jin'ophiu, (T1ble 
13A) nther th1n upon the proportion ()/ holh ntul10phiu and toSinophiu in the cir-
culation. 
Throughout the test period, l1tecations in the perCent1ges of neutrophils 
were re latively 5m111, especi111y in the dwuf C1ttle, :IS presented in Table 12. 
TABLE 12 _MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PERCENTAGES OF 
NEUTROPHILS IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF-CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE _C LEAN BEE F CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS 
FOLLOWING INTRA VENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC 
CENTIMETER OF ADRENALlN (DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) 
PER HUNDRED POUr..'DS OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwu( Dwuf-Curier Pedigree·Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean + Deviation Mean + Deviation Mean + Devlation 
-O.Ollour 32.58 + 5. 40 28.29 + 4.52 29.38 + 10.53 
0.5 hour 32.44 + 9. 15 28.27 + 6.53 31.33 + 10. 49 
1.0 bour 32.54 + 9.35 32.52 + 6.54 33.05 + 10.01 
2.0 bours 33.90 + 8.04 30.74 + 5.21 38.98 .. 9.79 
4.0 boura 28.98 + 7.05 35.84 + 9.44 32.99. 14.98 
• 
A. gl1du11 incre1Se WilS noted in the perCent1ge of neutrophils in the blood. 
of pedigree-clon cude during the first twO hours following 1dren1!in injection. 
Following the remov11 of the 1dren1i glands of C:ltS, Zwemer 1nd Lyons (1928) 
observed a decrease in percentages of polymorphonuclear neurrophils. The rc· 
suits of this euly study of the effects of 1drenllecromy ue 21so indic:l.tive of the 
role of epinephrine in stimui1ting incra.sed proportions of neutrOphils. 
PlTWIlagtf of fuY11()phiu 
T:lble BA and Figure 6 show th1t differences between cattle of the three 
genotypes, with reg1rd to eosinophil percem1ge before and after 1dren11in in-
jection, were very highly signifiC1nt (P less th1n .00'). The genocype x time in· 
terval inter1ction 1nd differences between hours of blood s:lmpling were not 
signific:lClt in this respect. 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL ExPERIMENT STATION 
Prior to the injection of adrenalin , the blood of the dv,'arf cattle comained 
a very low percentage of cosinophils, in compuison with the other genotypes 
(Table 13; Figure 6), This percentlge remlined at relatively low levels through-
out the test period lod accoums for the immeo~ differences between genotrpes. 
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Fig. 6 - Iml uence of adrenalin injection on percentages 
of circulating eosinophils. 
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Prior to the administration of adrenalin, the blood of the d\\'arf cattle conr.ained 
higher percentages of l)'mphocytes (Table II; Figure 5) and neutrophils (Table 
12) than that of the dwuf'ClIrrier and pedigr~le2n ClIttk This was not true of 
the neutrophils, however, at the beginning of the insulin tolerance test (Table 
. ). 
TABLE 13.MEANS AND STANDARD DEVlATiONS FOR PERCENTACES OF 
EOSINOPHILS IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF. DWARF_CARRIER. AND 
PEDIGREE-CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS 
FOLLOWINC INTRA\'ENOUS INJECTIONS OF o.~ CUBIC 
CENTIMETER OF ADRENALIN (DILUTED 1 TO 10.000) 
PER HUNDRED POUNDS OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwarf Dwarf _Carrier Pedigree-Clnn 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
sample Mean .. Deviation Mean .. Deviltion Mean .. Deviation 
0.0 hour 5.88 .. 3.15 17. 110 .. tU3 19.92 .. 8.811 
0.5 bour 6.30 .. 5.33 17.84 .. 11.118 20.80 .. 11.011 
1.0 bour 8.18 .. 4.23 111.20 .. 4.71 111.23 + 11.30 
2.0 hours 5.114:- 2.43 14.46: 3.55 17.411 .. 5.49 
4.0 hOUri 7.04 + 3.04 14.15 .. 3.16 11.88 + 8.15 
• • 
NNmbm (If Lymphocyul 
The differences between gcnocypes, with regard to numbers of circulating 
lymphocytes before and after adrenalin injection, \\'ere signi fic:l.nt at the .~ 
level of probability (Table 1411.; :l.nd Figure 7). Non.signifiClint differences \\'ete 
found between hours of sampling, and in the genotype x time interval inter· 
acnon. 
Throughout the test period, the blood of the d\\'arf catrle contained much 
greater numbers of lymphocytes than that of either of the other genoq'pes 
(Table 14. Figure 7). The differences between dW:l.rf-carrier and pedigree·dean 
ClIrtle were re!:Hively small in this respect during the first hour following adrena· 
lin injection. Between the second :l.nd fourth hours after injection, considerable 
lymphocytosis occurred in the blood of the pedigree·dean and d\\'arf C:l.ttle. 
TABLE 14_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBERS OF LYMPHOCYTES 
P ER 1/ 50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF _CARRIER, AND 
PED!GREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC CENTIMETER OF ADRENALIN 
(DILUTED I TO 10.000) PER HUNDRED POUNDS OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwarf Dwarf-Carrier Pedl&ree . Clean 
Time or Standard Standard Standard 
S.mple Mean .. Deviation Mean. De.·t..Uon Mean .. Deviation 
• • • 
0.0 hou r 102.24 .. 25.26 80.28 .. 17.64 80.86 .. 15.35 
0.5 hour 102.56 .,. 28.79 78.85 .. 17.87 711.02 .. 10.58 
1.0 hour 106.10 .. 23.411 78.07 .. 13.33 78.116 .. 8.30 
2.0 hOUri 101.04 .. 25.45 87.78 .. 15.04 81.011 + 20.78 
4.0 houri 121.58 + 28.34 85.35 .. 15.35 105.69 .. 31.81 
• • • 
" 
MISSOUltl AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
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Lymphocyte numbers decreased in the blood of the dw:u:f·carrier cattle during 
this period. This reb.tionship between pedigree-clean rod dwarf-carrier C2ttle in 
response to am-cnalin injection could be of considerable: imporum;e if verified 
by further experimencltion. It might provide: a rapid and inexpensi,"c means of 
heterozygote detection. 
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The removal of the adrenal glands has been reported to exert a lympho-
cytotic effect in cats (Zwemer and Lyons, 1928; Corey and Britton, 1932). The 
results of more r«ent investigations (Lewis, 1941; Valentine tt ai. , 1948), how-
ever, arc in disagreement with these findings. 
Numbm of NtutrophiJs 
Non·significant differences were found between genotypes and between 
houts of blood sample collection, with regard to num~rs of circulating neutro-
phils before and after adrenalin injection (Table l'A). The genotype x time in-
terval intenction was a.lso non-significant. A gradual increase in neutrophil 
numbers occurred in the blood of the pedigr«-dan atrle during the first tv.'O 
hOUfS following adrenalin in jection (Table 1'). Harlow and Selye (1937) re-
poned that the increase in numbers of white blood cells during "alarm reac-
tions" was primarily a result of neutrophilic leucocytosis. 
TABLE 15-MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBERS OF NEUTROPHlLS 
PER 1/ 50 CUBIC MILUMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE-CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC CENTIMETER OF ADRENAL1N 
(DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) PER HUNDRED POUNDS OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwarf Dwarf -Carrier Pedigree-Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standar d 
Sample Mean ... DeViation Mean .. Deviation Mean .. Deviation 
0.0 bour 53.48 ... 12.67 41.71 ... 9.26 47.46 ... 17.81 
0.5 bour 53.14 ... 17.13 40.92 .. 9.85 53.06 ... 19.64 
1. 0 hour 62.32 ... 29.67 49.92 ... 12.43 57.45 ... 22.43 
2.0 hours 57.64 ... 21.41 50.14 ... 15.37 73.94 ... 24.22 
4. 0 hours 58.86 ... 2ll.95 82.78 ... 24.33 65.86 ... 31.71 
The gre:uest numbers of neutrophils were found in the blood of the dwuf 
attic prior to and during the first hour following adeem.!in injection. Pedigree-
clean otde were intermediate in this respect. It is of interest to note th1t the 
dwarf and pedigree-dean cattle reached their peak in neutrophil numbers at 
one and tWO hours, respectively, while numbers of neurrophils were gratest in 
the blood of the dwarf-carria aulc in the sample collected at the dose of the 
four-hour test period. 
NumJ;m of Eos;noph;/s 
As shown in Table 16A, the differences between caulc of the three geno-
types with regard to num~rs of eosinophils before and after the administra-
tion of adrenalin highly significant (P less than . OO~ ) . Genotype differences are 
illustrated in Figure 8. Non-significant differences were found between hours of 
sampling. The genotype x time interval intenction also was not significant. 
The blood of the dwarf catrle contained the fewest eosinophils throughout 
the sampling period; the dwarf-carrier carde were intermediate in this respect 
(Table 16; Figure 8). Note that eosinophil numbers in the blood stream of the 
dwarf·carrier amle seemed to gr2dually decline for the first rwo hours follow-
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ing :tdminisrr:uion of :tdren:tlin. whi le the: pedigree-ciem and dwarf cattle reach-
ed a peak in eosinophil numbers lit 30 minutes 1nd one hour, rcspe<tivdy, fol-
lowing adren11in injection ( Figure 8). 
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TABLE 16.MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBERS OF EOSINOPHILS 
PER 1/50 CUBIC ~nLLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF . CARRIER. AND 
PEDIGREE . CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC CENTIMETER OF ADRENALIN 
(DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) PER HUNDRED POUNDS OF BOOY WEIGHT 
, 
Dwarf D"larf.Carrle r Pedigree.Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Meln .. Devlallon Mean .. DeviatIon Mean .. Deviation 
-
- -0.0 bour 10.30 .. 5.96 26.00 .. 1.85 n.60 .. 16.60 
0. 5 hour 11 .50 .. 9.48 25.18 .. 10.02 38.25 .. 19.91 
1. 0 hou r 15.80 .. 9.87 24.92 .. 7.83 35.07 .. 23.16 
2.0 hours 10.22 .. 4.11 23.42 • 6.51 33.07 .. 14.97 
4.0 hours 13.30 .. 6.76 24.01 ... 5.21 24.48 ... 20. 14 
Ltvth of Blood G/U((JJI 
Figur~ 9 :and T:ablc t 7A show eh:at diff~rences in blood sug:ar le\'ds of the 
three genotypes bc:fore :and :after adrenalin injection were highly significant (P less 
than .04»). 1be genotype x lime interval intenction :and the malysis of variance be-
tween hours were non.signifinnt. 
Means and srandard deviations for blood glucose levels of each genotype 
are presented in T:able 17. The ini tial blood nmple collwed from pedigree·dean 
TABLE 17·MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR LEVELS OF BLOOD GLU· 
COSE IN MILLlGRAMS PER CENT IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF·CAR. 
RIER, AND PEDIGREE·CLEAN BEE F CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS 
FOLLOWING INTRAVENOllS INJECTIOl\"$ OF 0.4 CUBIC CENTIMETER OF 
ADRENALIN (DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) PER HUNDRED POUNDS OF 
BODY WEIGHT 
Dwarf Dwarf.Carrler Pedlgree·Cle1!l 
TIme of Standar d St1!ldilrd Standard 
Sample Mean .. DevlaUon Mean .. Deviation Me1!l ... DeViatIon 
0.0 bour 41 .04 .. 2.80 51.89 ... 1.32 76.68 .. 12.51 
O.S bour 48.48 .. 2.67 58.11 .. 3.34 78.84 .. 10.79 
1.0 bour 48.14 .. 4.53 60.44 ... 8.97 80.80 .. 12.07 
2.0 houu 48.14 .. 4.18 55.95 .. 11 .19 78.55 .. 10.33 
4.0 bouu 45.08 ... 2.50 54.43 .. 9.61 75.81 .. 17.38 
-
c :aHl~ before adrenalin injection conr:ained :an av~rage of 76.68 milligrams of 
glucose per 100 milliliters of blood, compared with ~1.69 milligrams percent for 
rhe dwuf·carrier cattle :and 41.04 milligrams percent for ehe d90'arf cattle. These 
genotype differences account for the nugnitude of the calculated F r.ltios in the 
analysis of variance (Table 17A). 
Dukes ( 1947 ) seated that the administration of adren:alin (0 domestic iln i· 
nuls resul ted in hyperglycemia. Results of this investigation demonStrate such 
an effect in cattle of each genotype during the first 30 minut"e5 following injec-
tion of the hormone (Table 17; Figure 9). 
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AI the cnd of the four-hour lesC period following ulren2..lin injection, only 
[he pedigree-clean c:omlc h:ad reduced their blood sugar levels 10 normal. Fol-
lowing the administration of insulin, Heidenrich and associates (1955) reported 
that normal and dwarf catdc were significantly different in their :a.bility co re-
storc their blood sugar levels to normal following Stress. 
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In ~nother investig~don involving the injection of insulin, Foley II aI. 
(19~6 ) found rh~ t rhe blood sugu levels of d\V~rf cmle dropped [0 low levels 
more rapidly and returned (0 normal at a slower rate, as compared wirh pedi. 
gree-c1ean cattle. The influence exerted upon blood sUg2r levels of these tWO 
genotypes by ~drenalin is also of considerable intereSt from a physiological 
Standpoi nt. Following the injection of ~drenalin, which increases the level of 
blood sugar whereas insulin decreases it, the blood sugu levels of the dwuf 
(attic rose (0 theif pe2k more rapidly and fet urn to norm~1 at ~ slower rue, 
compared with pedigree·clean cattle. Therefore, the blood glucose levels of 
dwarf cattie arc evidently affected more by stressful conditions, whether they 
exert a hypoglycemic or hyperglycemic influence, than arc chose of pedigree· 
clean individuals. Likely, a flaw exists in the dwarf's homeostatic mech:lnism 
tor facilitating restoration of normal blood glucose levels following Stress. 
TOlai NMmbm of Whitt OIb 
Differences between genotypes and between hours of blood sample collC(· 
tion were not significant in total numbers of white blood cells before and after 
adrenalin injection (Table 18A). The genotype x time interval interac tion was 
not significant. 
Following the injection of adrenalin, a rapid increase in numbers of whire 
cells occurred in the blood of the pedigrtt-c1ean cattle (Table 18). An almOSt 
TABLE IS.MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TOTAL NUMBERS OF 
WHITE CELLS PER 1/ 50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN OWARF, 
DWARF·CARRIER, AND P EDIGREE·CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIF. 
FERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 
0.4 CUBIC CENTIMETER OF ADRENALIN (DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) 
PER HUNDRED POUNDS OF BODY WEIGHT 
Dwuf Dwarf ·Carrier Pedigree . Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Stalldard 
Sample Mean ... Deviation Me~n ... Deviation Me~n .. Devl~tlon 
- -0.0 hOll.r IS6.20 ... 3S.1S 147.92 ... 23. lIS 160.30 .. 25. 1S 
0.5 hour 15S.80 .38.79 145.07 ... 22.74 168.40 ... 26.24 
1.0 hour lS0.80 ... 50.44 152.71 ... 16.91 170.30 ... 34.36 
2.0 hCH.It5 163.60 .. 3S.92 161.14 ... 28.27 1'15.40 .. 37.5S 
4.0 !lours 190.80 ... 55.20 172.00 ... 27.24 199.00 .. 30. 19 
equally rapid decrease took phce in the dwarf oule. A slight decrease in num· 
bers of circuhting leucocyto occurred in the heterolygotcs. Although genotype 
differences \VCre not reguded as significant, it should be pointed out thu these 
differences were significant (P less than .O~ ) in Sample I ( T~ble 18A). Since 
genotype differences were not signific-a.nt u the .O~ level of pro1».biliry in Sam-
ple II, however, significance must be reg~rded as non·conclusive. The irregulari. 
ty of white cell numbers in the blood of the dwarf cattle following adrenalin 
injection is of interest in its COntrast to the more gndU11 and persisting changes 
occurring within rhe circuhtion of the normal.appearing individmls. Such is in· 
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dicacivc of the rdative inabili ty of the dwarf animal to cope with, or counter· 
act, sudden environmental changes. This occurred in a somewhat similar manner 
following the administr:uion of insulin (Table 10). 
Leucocytosis in response to adrenalin injection, which occurred within the 
first 30 minutes following in jection in the pedigree· dean catde, but not in the 
dw~f and dwarf-carrier animals, has :also been reported in humans (Martin, 
1932; Lucia '1 ai., 1937; Bierman It 01. , 19)2) and in r:HS wd mice (Hulow and 
Sclye. 1937). White and associa tes (1950) snred thit the changes in the lcuco-
cyte count in hwru.ns as a result of adrenalin injection were similu to, but not 
identical with, those produced. by the injection of another stressing 1gent used 
in this study, the pitui tuy adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACfH), which will 
be discussed subsequently. As noted previously, adrenalin, which is secreted by 
the medull:l of the adrenal gland in response to suess, is believed to mediate :an 
increased secredon of this hormone of the hypophysis. 
Influence of Pituitary Adrenocorticotrophic Ho rmone on Various Blood 
Componeots in Dwarf, Dwuf· Carrier, and Pedigrtt·OC2o Sttf Cattle 
PtTCtnlagtJ of LymphoryltJ 
Genotype differences in lymphocyte percentage before and after intramus· 
cular injection of pituitary adrenocotticorrophic hormone (ACTH ) were not 
significant (Table 19A) . Neither was the genotype x time interval imer2ction, 
but differences between hours of sampling were highly signi6.cant (P less than 
.(11))). 
ACTH did nOt exert a pronounced influence on percentages of lympho-
cytes during the first hour subsequent to injection of the hormone (Table 19). 
TABLE 19_MEANS ANO STANDARD DEVIATlONS FOR PERCENTAGES OF 
LYMPHOCYTES IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF-CARRlER, AND 
P EDIGREE_C LEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT lNTERVALS 
FOLLOWING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 UP JOHN 
UNITS OF ACTH P ER ANIMAL 
Dwad Dwarf_Carrie r P edl,ree ·Clean 
Time 01. Standard Standar d Statldard 
Sample Mean .. Deviation Mean ... Deviation Mean ... Deviation 
• 
0.0 hour 58.58 .. 8.85 80.59 .. 7.32 55.83 ... 10.13 
1.0 hour 58.54 .. 8.06 59. 10 .. 7.76 57.92 ... 10.71 
4.0 bours 41.20 .. 8.52 41.91.8.18 39.73 ... 8.70 
8.0 hOUri 51.74 ... 5. 90 36.18 ... 5.41 34.53 .. 8.84 
By the fourt h hour following hormone administration, however, a substantw 
decrease in the percentage of lymphocytes had occurred in the catde of each 
genotype. 
It is of physiological interest to note that lymphocyte percentages were at 
their loweS( levels in the pedigree-dean and dwarf-carrier Cattle ott eight hours 
following ACTH injection, while b.y this time, lymphocyte percentage in the 
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d'l\~rf curle had riscn w heights only slightly less than those found in the initial 
blood sample. This is a further indication of insufficiency in the adrenal-pitui-
tary homeostatic mechanisms of the dwarf animal, and sussests a possible Aaw 
in its adrenal cortex. Extensive research with small animals, including the in-
vestigations of D ougherty and White (1943a) and Loosli tt a1. (1951), has 
shown that ACTH, which stimulates the adrenal cortex to release glucocorti-
coids, causes a decrease in the percentage of circulating lymphocytes. The gluco-
corticoids are believed to be the facror directly responsible for this decrease in 
lymphocyte percentages. On the basis of this investigation. therefore, the gluco-
corticoid supply in dwarf cattle appears sufficient ro cause decreased percentages 
of blood lymphocytes only for a limited period following the release of ACTH 
by the hypophysis in response ro Stress. 
Pmmtagts of Ntlltrophils 
N on-significant differences between genotypes were found with regard to 
the percentage of neutrophils in the circulation before and after ACTH injec-
tion. The genotype x time interval interaction was also non-significant (Table 
lOA), but differences between hours of sample collection were highly signifi-
cant (P less than .0(5 ). 
Table 20 shows that proportions of neurrophils incre2sed throughout the 
test period following ACTH injection in the pedigree-clean and dwarf-carrier 
cattle, but reached their peak in the dwarf cattle in the sample collected at four 
TASLE 2O_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PERCENTAGES OF 
NEUTROPHILS IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS 
FOLLOWING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 UPJOHN 
UNITS OF ACTH PER ANIMAL 
Dwarf Dwarf_Carrier Pedigree-Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean .. Devlatlon Mean .. Deviation Mean .. Deviation 
-
. 
-0.0 hour 25. 14 .. 7.50 23.07 .. 7.39 27.93 .. 7.81 
1.0 bour 28.26 .. 4.97 27.01 .. 8.52 29.77 .. 8.93 
4.0 hours 49.48 .. 11.29 50.66 .. 8.44 53.39 .. 7.97 
8.0 hours 43.80 .. 5.80 60.26 .. 6.99 61.50 .. 8.45 
-
hours following administtation of the hormone. The decre2se in neutrophil per-
centage in the dwarf c:mie between the fourth and eighth hours following 
hCTH injection corresponds with the dwarfs' incre2.sing percentage of lympho-
cytes (Table 19) during this period. 
Throughout the period of sampling, a higher percentage of neutrophils 
was found in the blood of the pedigree-clean catde than in that of the other 
genOtypes. 
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Pm:tnlagtS Of Eosinophils 
Differences betWeen hours of sampling in percemilge of eosinophils before 
ilnd afler ACTH injection were highly significam (P less lhan .em, Tilble 2111. ). 
ACTH injection illso caused pronounced differences between hours of umpling 
in percentages of lymphocytes (Table 1911.) ilnd in percentages of neutrophils 
(Table 2011.). The genotype x time interva.! inter2ction and Ihe differences be-
tween genotypes were not significant. 
The blood of the dwarf ottle contained. a higher percentage of eosinophils 
than that of the olher genotypes prior to ACTH injection and throughout the 
sampling period (Table 21). A dedining percentage of cosinophils occurred in 
cmle of C2.ch genotype throughout the test period following hormone adminis-
tration. 
TABLE 21-M£ANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR PERCENTAGES OF 
E05INOPHlLS IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF. DWARF -CARRIER, AND PED_ 
IGREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIF FERENT INTERVALS FOLLOW-
ING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 UPJOHN UNlTS OF ACTH 
PER ANIMAL 
Dwarf Dwarf_Carrier Pecligree-Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean .. Deviation Mean .. Deviation Mean .. Deviation 
-0.0 bout 18.30 .. 5.47 16. 33 i 5.06 16.43 + 3.93 
1.0 bour 15.20 .. 5.00 13.88 .. 4.45 12.37 + 4. 81 
4.0 bours 9.32 .. 4.98 7.41 .. 3.69 6.67 + 1.88 
8.0 bour s 4.46 .. 2.09 3.56 .. 3.14 3.95 .. 2. 10 
Nllmbm of Lymph«)ttS 
Highly signifiom (P less than .(0) differences were found beTWeen geno-
C)'pes before :Uld after injection of ACTH in the cattle tested. in Sample II (Table 
2211.) in numbers of circulating lymphocytes. However, since these genotype 
differences were not great enough in the cude in Sample I to be signific1nr at 
the .0' levd of prob1bility, genotype differences must be considered non-signifi-
aot. 
Throughout the test period, numbers of circuluing lymphocytes were 
greater in the d",·:uf a ttle th:Ul in either of the other genotypes (T1ble 22). Be-
[~'een four and eight hours following ACTH injection, immense differences 
occurred between the dwuf attic 1nd the normal-1ppC2.ring C1ttie in numbers 
o f circulating lymphocytes. During this period, lymphocyte numbers decrc:.sed 
in the pedigree-dC1n 1nci d"W:lrf-carrier c1rtie, while they increued considerably 
in the d .... '2rf attie. This would indiate that a deficiency ffi1y exist in the physic-
logic11 m«h1nism in d"'·1rf attle which reStoreS lymphocyte numbers to nor· 
m1l following Stress. 
Thilt the piruit1ry adrenocorticotrophic hormone is a f1ctor in the regu11· 
tion of numbers of cirruhting lymphocytes ha.s been well SUbSl:lOtiiltod (Doug· 
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TABLE 22_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBERS OF LYMPHOCYTES 
PER 1/50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE _C LEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 UPJOHN UNITS OF ACTH 
P ER ANIMAL 
Dwarf Dwarf_Carrier Pec\igree -CLeiln 
TIme of Standard Standard Stilndard 
Sample Mean .. Deviation Mean .. Deviation Mean .. Deviation 
- - -0.0 !lour 99.30 + 16.97 87.58 ... 19.21 &3.&0 + 24.70 
1.0 !lour 115.&4 :t 26.&7 96.59 .. 19.86 96.50 .. 24.17 
4.0 !loura 110.92 ... 20.08 102.90:- 22. 15 92.20 + 14.92 
8.0 hourt 132.02;- 28.53 88.22 -; 10.46 86.20 + 18.78 
hetty and White:, 19-Hb, 19«, 1945; Reinhardt and ii , 1945; Yoffey tt al., 194<)a, 
1946b; Hills II ai., 1948; Kass tl ai., 1951). 
The administration of ACTH, which stimulates secretion of ~drenal gluco. 
conicoids, has been shown to rcsult in decreased numbers of circulating lympho-
cytes in hum~ns (Hills tlal., 1948), in cats (Yoffey II ai., 1946b), in rus (Rein-
hardt ~nd ii, 1945; Yoffey and Buter, 1946a), ~nd in mice (Dougherty and 
White, 194~b; fUss tl ai., 19H). enfls (1941) reporred that hypophysectomy, 
which removes all endogenous ACT H secredon, results in increased numbers of 
circulating lymphocytes. 
Nllmbm ()f NtIltrophils 
The genotype x time interval interaction and genotype differences in ncutro-
phil numbers before and after ACTH in jection were not significant (T~ble 23A). 
Differences between hOUlS of sampling were significant ";1[ the .OO~ level. AI· 
though the genotype x time interval interaction 'llnS regarded as non.significant, 
nOle that 1 significant interaction (P less than .0') was found in Sample II. 
ACTH was exerted only slight neutrophilic effects in the pedigree<lean 
catrle, in comparison with those in the other genotypes, during [he first hour 
following injection (Tab!e n). Between one and four hours subsequent to 
ACTH ldminism.rion, ncutrophil numbers increased r2pidly in the circul:l.lion 
of animals of each genOtype. The dwarf Cattle seemed to reach thei r peak in 
TABLE 23- MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBERS OF NEUTROPHILS 
PER 1/ 50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER AND 
P EDIGREE_CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFFERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIO,,"'S OF 80 UPJOHN UNITS OF ACTH 
Time of 
1.0 bour 
4.0 hours 
8.0 bours 
Ow"" 
Standard. 
57. 78 + l3:" 
136.44 .. 43. 44 
llO. 72 + 21. 38 
PER ANIMAL 
122.95 + 24.62 
149.11 + 28.21 
49. 30 + 15.64 
127.50 .. 32.74 
157.90 + 40.34 
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neutrophil numbers :around the middle of the eight-hOul test period. Numben 
of circulating neurrophils eontinued. to incre:ase during the lut h:alf of the $:lIn. 
piing peliod in the pedigree-clan and dwarf-earrier cattle. 
l ncre:ased numbc:rs of neutrophils following ACTH injeetion have :also 
been reported in hum:ans (Hills tl ai., 19(8) :and in mice (Doughc:ny :aocl WhiJC:, 
19·43:a). 
Num/;m af &Sinaphi!J 
Signi fican t differences (P Ie:ss Ihan .0)) were found be:tw«n genotypes in 
eO$inophil numben before and after ACTH injeetion (Table: 24A). Differences 
bc:tween hO\lfs of sampling were highly signific:ant (P less th:an .em). The geno-
[)'pe x time interval inter:acdon was nOI signific:am. Figure to iIlu$tt::ues the dif· 
fc:retICes bc:f.;,.·eefl genOtypes :and between hours of sample coJleetion. 
Table: 24 and Figure to show eosinophil numbers 10 be: higher throughout 
the test period in the blood of the dw:arf animals th:an in that of the other 
genOtypes. Figure 10 shows [hat eosinophil numbers dropped moce rapid)y fol· 
Lowing ACTH injection in the pedigree·clan c:atde than in the other geno[)'pes. 
Peripheral neutropeni:a occurred somewhat simil:arly throughout the sampling 
period in rhe dwarf :and dwarf-c:arrier Cattle. 
TABLE 24_MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBERS OF EOOINOPHlLS 
P ER 1/50 CUBIC MILLIMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND 
PEDIGREE-CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DIFF ERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING 
INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 UPJOHN m."ITS OF ACTH 
PER ANIMAL 
""'rl Dwarf-CarrIer Pedigree-Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean + o.vtaUon Mean + Deviation Mean .. Deviation 
0.0 bour 32.90 + 13.18 24.47 .. 11.21 27.&0 .. 7.&G 
1.0 hour 30.70 .. 10.01 23.19 • 9.19 20. 70 .. a.19 
4.0 boura 25.08 .. 13.51 18.82 .. 12.18 1&.40 .. 4.88 
8.0 boun 10.8& .. 4.45 8.74 .. 7.83 10.20 .. 5.80 
Decreased numbers of eosinophils have also been found in humans (Hills 
t141. , 19(8) following inuamusculu injection of adrenocorticotrophic hormone. 
TDlai Numbm Df Whitt UlLJ 
Table 2~A shows that differences between hours of s.ampJing, with regard 
to total numbers of white blood cells before and after ACTH injection, were 
highly significant (P less than .00'). It .... ill be lecalled that in S:unple II of rhe 
;lnalysi! of variance of lymphocyte numbers (Table 22A), genotype: differences 
before and after the adminisrrarion of ACTH were highly significant (P less 
than .OO~), while in Sample t , these differenees were non·signilic:ant. This dif· 
!i::rence betw«n samples is reflected in the analysis of lOra! numbers of white 
ceUs (Table 2,A). Because of the disagreement between samples, this deter-
mination is regarded. u non-conclusive :lnd warrants further study. The: genotype 
x rime interval inrc:nction was nor signilic:anto. 
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Fig. 10 . Influence of adrenocorticotrophic hormone injec-
tion on numbers of circulating eosinophils. 
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The response of e2ch genotrpe to the stress stimuli initiated by ACTH in-
jection is of considerable interest from a physiological sr:lndpoint. Table 25 
shows whice cdl numbers in the dwarf and dwarf-carrier Clttle rose rapidly dur-
ing (he first four hours following ACTH injection, while in the pedigree.cle:.m 
auk, 1 decline in leucocyte numbers occurre<l during the first hour subse<:Juent 
to injection of the hormone. Between the first and fourth hours of the tCst peri. 
od. "II,'hite cd! numbers increased at a rapid ratc in tht pedigree-clcan individuals. 
TABLE 25.MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TOTAL NUMBERS OF 
WHITE CELLS PER 1/50 CUBIC MILLlMETER OF BLOOD IN DWARF, 
DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE·CLEAN BEEF CATTLE AT DiF-
FERENT INTERVALS FOLLOWING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS 
OF 80 QPJOHN UNITS OF ACTH PER ANIMAL 
Dw.n Dwarf _CarrJer Pedigree_Clean 
Time of Standard Standard Standard 
Sample Mean + Deviation Mean + Deviation Mean + Deviation 
0.0 hour 177.40 + 28.64 146.46.37.15 166. 80 + 30.44 
l.0 hour 204.40 + 30.06 164.46.33.99 166.10 + 25.07 
4.0 hours 272.40 + 38.20 245.84 + 42.82 235.90 + 33.95 
8.0 hours 253.60 -; 41.69 246.07 + 27.10 254.40 + 43.05 
-
-
White et al. (1950) india.ted that leucocyte numbers in humans were al· 
tered similarly by injections of adrenalin and ACTH. Results of this investiga-
tion indicate that numbers of circulating leucoc}"tes are affected to a grcater ex· 
tCnt during a four·hour time period br ACTH injection (Table 25 ) than by the 
administration of adrcnalin (Table II ) . although the immediate Influence of 
adrenalin on numbers of white blood cells was shown to be greater than that of 
ACTH. 
SUMMARY 
Previous investignions at the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station 
indicared rhat dwarf, dwarf·carrier, and pedigree·dean beef catde possibly dif· 
tered significantly in their ability to maintain normll body function in the 
presence of a stressful environment. Therefore, a study was made to determine 
the physiological response of the three genotypes for the dwarf gene to hor· 
mone-induced suess. More accurate lnd praetical methods of identifying hetero· 
zygous individuals, or carriers of the dwarf gene were objectives of the study. 
Each of 22 Hereford beef animals used in the investigation, including 5 
dwarfs, 7 pedigree-dean cows, and 10 dwarf·carrier cows, was injected with non-
physiological dosages of insulin, ldrenalin, and pituitary adrenocorticotrophic 
hormone (ACTH). Samples of blood were colleered from elch experimental 
animal immediately before rhe injection of each hormone, and at various in-
tervals follov.'ing hormone administration. 
In the laboratory, measurements were made on various blood components 
in each sample of blood collected. The toral number of leucocytes per 1/ '0 
RESEARCH B ULLETIN 764 
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cubic millimeter of blood wu determined in each sample. Differential white 
blood cell COUntS were made to determine the average percentages of cireulat· 
ing lymphocytes, neutrophils, and eosinophils in the antic of C1ch genotype at 
various intervals before and after hormone administration. 
To give a more accurate evaluation of alterations within the blood stream, 
Ihe aCtual numbers of lymphocytes, neutrophil!, and cosinophils present were 
calculated from the Willi number of white blood cells in the circulation and the 
pcrttnrages of each of Ihe major types of leucocytes present. 
Le\'els of blood glucose before and after hormone injection v,'ere determint'd 
in Clch genotype by the modified Folin-Wu method of blood sugar analysis, 
Before and after the injection of insulin, dwarf, dwarf-carrier, and pedigree-
clean cattle differed signifu:~ntly in percentages of lymphocytes (P less than .Ol), 
percentages of eosinophils (P less than .005 ), ;).nd numbers of eosinophils (P 
less than .(05) in the blood, and also in levels of blood glucose (P less th;).n 
.(05). Significanc differences (P less than .00') occurred between genot)'pc5 in 
percentages and numbers of lymphocytes and percem:ages and numbers of 
eosinophils in the circul:ation, and in levels of blood glucose hefore :and after 
the injection of :adrenalin. Genotypes differed significantly (P less than .0') in 
numbers of cosinophils before and after the injection of ACTH. 
Significant differences in numbers of circulating neutrophils (P less than 
.01), levels of blood glucose (P less than .00'), :and (()c:a] numbers of white cells 
(P less than .(00) occurred bctween hours of blood ~mple collection before and 
after the administration of insulin. Differences between hours of s:ampling be· 
fore :and after :adrenalin injection were not significanc. Prior to and following 
the injection of ACTH, percent:ages of lymphocytes, perccnlllges of neutrophils, 
percentages of eosinophils. numbers of neutrophils. numbers of cosinophils, and 
total numbers of white cells in the blood ..... ere significantly different (P less than 
.00') between hows of blood sample collection. 
No significant genorype x time intecv:al interactions occurred following hor-
mone tfC1rmentS in this invesrigation. This means that individu:als of the three 
genotypes did not differ signifialOdy in their response to the hormones :adminis-
tered. However, significant differences did occur between animals of the thrl!<: 
genotypes in the average levels of several blood components before and after 
hormone injeCtion. 
Although genorypc differences were found in several charaCteristics. none of 
these, singly or in combination. were of sufficient magnitude to posith'dy 
identify individuals as to genotype for the dwarf gene. Cerrain of the genotype 
differences, such 2S those found in numbers and perccnc:ages of eosinophils. do 
ap~r promising enough to suggest that more detailed tesearch. as to their 
physiological causes, be conduCted. 
There were indications, as have been noted in previous studies at the Mis-
souri Agricultural Experiment Station, [hat the adren:al-pituitary axis does nor 
function normally in dwarf c:mle. T he e"idence obtained does nor conclusi\'cly 
indicate whether this is a direct or indirect effect of the gene for dwarfism. 
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APPEN DIX 
TABLE 3A_ANALYSIS Of' VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAOES OF LYMPHOCYTES 
[1'1 THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF .CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE_CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNIT 
_____ ---'00''''''""',,ULIN PER KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
Between Houu , g5.IS 35082 1. 31 0. 42 
Between GenOtypes , 375.90 I085.t12 5. 16" 12.83 '" 
Houn X Genotypes S 31.66 29.87 0. 43 0.35 
Wlthln 
" 
12.84 84.64 
Total 
" ··Probl.bllJt~· of chalice oc.CW' r ence less than .01. 
"'ProbabIllty at chanee OCCUrrenCe less lhan ,005. 
TABLE ti-ANALYSlS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGES OF NEUTROPHILS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF _CARRIER, AND P EDIGREE_CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAVENOliS INJECTIONS OF O.S UNIT 
OF INSUUN PER KI LOGRA M OF BODY WEIGHT 
Oerrees 01 
Source Freedom 
H~. , 212.48 253.33 
Between Genotypes , 215.25 18.59 
Houu x Genotypes S 32. 11 41.93 
' PrObability of c!I2nce oeC\lrrenCe Ius than .05. 
HOIIrs 
Betw"n Genotypes 
H<Nu x Genotypes 
3 
, 
S 
546.67 
2. 13 
944.65 
9.80 
O(:cW' renee less than .005. 
3.06' 
2.42 
0.36 
23.72'" 
0.09 
LGO 
0.12 
0.21 
22. 11 '" 
0. 23 
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TABLE SA.ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NUMBERS OF LYMPHOCYTES 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF·CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE.CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNIT 
OF INSULiN PER KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
of 
Between Hours 3 291.62 873.81 0.74 1. 12 
Between Genotypes 2 1479.63 2109.65 3.74· 2.71 
Hours x Genotypes , 498.18 177.94 1.26 0.23 
Wi""" .. 395.21 777.26 
Total 59 
"Protrabilltyof chance occurrence less than .05. 
TABLE 7A_ANALYSLS OF VARIANCE FOR NUMBERS OF NEUTROPlULS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE _CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.6 UNIT 
OF INSULIN PER KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
Degrees of Mean Sguare F Ratio 
Sw,"" Freedom Sample I Sample II 
Between Hours 3 2837.31 2551.25 
Between Genotypes 2 357.96 190.46 
Hours x Genotypes , 76.56 62.70 
Within .. 347.77 525.77 
Total 59 
··Probabillty of chance occurrence less than .01. 
···Probability of chance occur rence less than .005. 
Sample I Sample II 
8.16· ·· 4.85--
1.03 0.36 
0.22 0.12 
TABLE 8A - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NUMBERS OF EOSINOPHILS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE-CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNiT 
OF INSULIN PER KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
Between Genotypes 
Hours x Genotypes 
Within 
Total 
2 
, 
.. 
" 
1857.92 
9.04 
66.36 
3021.29 
23.68 
159.53 
·"Probabllity of chance occurrence less than .005. 
21.51·· · 
0. 10 0.15 
" 
" 
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TABLE 114 .ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LEVELS OF BLOOD GLtlCCI3E 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF.CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE-CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWD'IO INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.8 UNIT 
OF INSULm P ER KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
a.tw"n Genotype. 2 1157.05 2885.7e 7.73·'· :n.n"· 
How-I x Genotypes • 41.70 1117.88 0.28 1,58 WI""" .. 14&.74 105.18 
Total 
" "'Probabllity of ellance OCC\lI'renee Ie .. than .005. 
TABLE lOA _ ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TOTAL NUMBERS OF WHITE CELLS 
IN THE BLOOD OF l)IlIARF, DWARF-CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE_CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING mTRAVENOUS INJECnot--s OF 0.8 UNIT 
_____ ---'O~F INSULIN PER KILOGRAM OF BODY WEIGHT 
H=. 
Sltwetn Genotypes 
Hour':II Genotypes 
2 
• 
563.89 
413.55 
48 8151. 15 
2850.02 
909.48 
-ProbILblUty d. eh2.nce occurnnee less than .05. 
"'ProbllblUtj of eba.nee oceurrence leu than .005. 
Between Hours 
Between Genotypes 
HOl,lrl x Genotypes 
I 
• 
2 
8 
740.01 
52.08 
682.38 
132.44 
•• °Protabllity of chane. occurrence leu than .005. 
0.85 
0.83 
S.7S"" 
0.62 l.78 
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TABLE lZA_ANALYSIS OF VARiANCE FOR PERCENTAGES OF NEUTROPHILS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF-CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE_CLEAN 
BEEF FOLLOwnJG INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC 
ADRENALlN 1 TO PER 
Source 
Between Genotypes 2 37.47 82.19 0.53 1.71 
HOllrs x Genotypes 8 36.31 62.95 0.5 1 1.31 
'Nlthin 80 70.97 4S.0S 
rotal 74 
TABLE 13A_ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGES OF EOSINOPHILS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, AND PEDIGREE-CLEAN 
BEEF FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS 0.4 CUBIC 
PER 
Between Genotypes 2 979.12 1173.88 46.85"· 34.43 · u 
Helin x Genotypes 8 20.09 38.84 0.96 1.14 
Within 80 20.90 34.09 
To,", 74 
"·Probabilityof chance oecllI"rence less than .005. 
TABLE 14A·ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NUMBERS OF LYMPHOCYTES 
IN THE BLOOD OF OWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE_CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC 
CENTIMETER OF AORENALlN (DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) PER 
HUNDRED POUNDS OF BODY WEIGHT 
.. 
Between Hoors • SIS.6S 1482.21 
Between Genotypes 2 3247.87 3986.24 
Hoors x Genotypes 8 126.3S 493.09 
W"hm 80 476.66 413.61 T_ 7. 
~ProbabU1ty of chance occllI"rence less than .05. 
oUPTobablllty of chance OCCllI"rence less than .005. 
>.29 
6.81- ·· 
0.27 
3.58 
9.64 °w~ 
1.19 
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TABLE 1M. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NUMBERS OF NEUTROPHILS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF-CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE-CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWmO INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC 
CENTIMETER OF ADRENAL!N (DILUTED I TO 10,000) PER 
HUNDRED PCUNDS OF BODY WEIGHT 
Source 
Between Hwrs • 421.35 455.48 
1. IS 1.14 
Between Genotypes 2 1089.56 437.88 2.96 1.09 
Hours" Genotypes , 155.89 229.85 0.42 0.57 
Within SO 367.52 399.99 
Total 74 
0" ~AR""'C' FOR NUMBERS OF EOSINOPHILS 
_
_ ~:~~~~;~~~~'~D~W~AR~F~_~C~ARR~~'~ER' AND PEDIGREE_CLEAN INJECTIO,,"'S OF 0.4 CUBIC (DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) PER 
OF 
Between Genotypes 2 3312.23 3525. 26.86 " · 20.94*-· 
Hours x Genotypes , 49.59 93,50 0.40 0.56 
Within SO 123.31 168.36 
Total 
" 
"·Prob:lbfllty of ehance occurrence less than .005. 
TABLE 17A-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LEVELS OF BLOOD GLUC<X1E 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE_CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF 0.4 CUBIC 
CENTIMETER OF ADRENALIN (DILUTED 1 TO 10,000) PER 
HUNDRED POUNDS OF BODY WEIGHT 
of 
Between Hours • 108. 83 145.19 1.56 1.95 
Between Genotypes 2 5269.13 8199.32 75.73-·· 110.25 '" 
Hours x Genotypes , 18.74 11.95 0.27 0.16 
Within 80 69.56 74.37 
To,", 
" 
· ··Pr obability of chance occurrence less than .005. 
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TABLE lBA-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TOTAL NUMBERS OF WHITE CELLS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE_CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS 0. 4 CUBIC 
CENTIMETER OF ADRENALIN PER 
HUNDRED 
Degrees of 
Freedom H=. • 
Between Genotype. , 4400.04 2402.76 3.67 - 2.07 
Houri x Genotypes • 134.14 381.09 0. 11 0.33 WI"'" 80 1197.33 1163.01 
To,," ,. 
OProbabillty of chance occurrence leu than .Oll. 
TABLE lilA_ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGES OF LYMPHOCYTES 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF. OWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE-C LEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 
UPJOHN IJl\'lTS OF ACTH PER ANIMAL 
Degrees of 
SOurce Freedom 
Between Genotype, , 18.511 46.12 0.24 0.62 
Hours x Genotypes • 142.01 175.67 1.84 2.35 · 
WI!hm 48 77.14 74. 64 
Total 
" 
°Probabillty of chance occurrence Ie .. than .05. 
OO°ProbabiUty of chance occurrence leIS than .OOli. 
TABLE 20A_ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGES OF NEUTROPHILS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF-CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE-CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 
UPJOHN UNITS OF ACTH PER ANIMAL 
Degrees of Mean Sauare 
Source Freedom Sample I Sample II 
Between Hours 3 3637.44 3962.48 
Between Genotypes 2 12.38 119.66 
Hours x Genotypes • lIS.60 166.09 
'ProbabUity of chance occurrence Ie" than .OS. 
···Probability of chance occurrence lell than .005. 
F Ratio 
Sa.mple I Sa.mple 11 
55.53 *'" 63.73 *0* 
0. 19 1.92 
1.81 2.67· 
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TABLE 21A.ANALYSlS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGES OF EOSINOPHILS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF.CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE. CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING D'ITRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 
Between Genotypes 
Hoors:lt Genotypell 
Between Genotypes 
Hours x Genotypes W,,"'. 
Total 
UPJOHN UNITS OF ACTH PER ANIMAL 
, 
, 
, 
6 
.. 
" 
1.41 
1153.42 
766.78 
451.61 
536.58 
22.25 
8.70 
5022.45 
378.01 
312.31 
2.45 
0.08 
2.55 
1.70 
.. ~ProbablUty of ewee occurrence less than .005. 
1.08 
0.42 
16.0S"· 
1.21 
TABLE 23A • ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NUMBERS OF NEUTROPHILS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE.CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWniG INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 
UPJOHN UNITS OF ACTH PER ANIMAL 
of 
Between Hour$ 3 34605.35 41112.02 
Between Genotypes , 93.02 44.17 
Hours x OeoOtypeli , 884.92 1628.83 
Within .. 738.90 a3-UO 
Total 
" *Probab1llty of chance occurrence leu than .05. 
···Probabillty of chance occurrence less than .005. 
46.83· " 84.84·" 
0.13 0.07 
1.17 2.57· 
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TABLE 24 A • ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NUMBERS OF EOSINOPlULS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE·CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 
UPJOHN UNITS OF ACTH PER ANIMAL 
Source 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
Between Hours 3 992.04 
Between Genotypes 2 379.16 472.05 
Hours x Genotypes 6 30.37 61.54 
Within 46 106.73 90. 40 
Tow 
" 
*Probabilltyof chance occurrence less than .05. 
*·Probabilityof cllance occurrence less than .01. 
"·Probabillty of cbance occurrence less than .005. 
3.55* 5.22 ** 
0.28 0.68 
TABLE 25A-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TOTAL NUMBERS OF WHITE CELLS 
IN THE BLOOD OF DWARF, DWARF_CARRIER, AND PEDIGREE _CLEAN 
BEEF CATTLE FOLLOWING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF 80 
llPJOHN UNITS OF ACTH PER ANIMAL 
Degrees of Mean SQUare F Ratio 
Source Freedom Sample I sample n sample I Sample n 
Between Hours 3 25521.47 37530.99 19.01" · 47.79*" 
Between Genotypes 2 3065.12 9529.87 2.28 12.13· " 
Hours x Genotypes 6 839.65 1325.04 0.63 1.69 
Within 46 1342.72 785.33 
To'" 59 
"·Probabillty of chance occurrence less than .005. 
